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Holland City News.
HOLLAND,

VOL. X.-N0.12.
T)ARK8, W.

MUl

EOLLAND CITY,
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

DOESBURG,

J.

[ornciAL.l

®tu

purltftji.

Common

_

Birbari.

IAE GROOT, L. barber. Haircutting,shaving,
JL/ shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., doneatrea
sonablerates.Barbershop next door to the City
Hotel.
14-1 y

.

Butter, V lb .....
Clover seed, fl B) ......
Eggs, $ dozen .........

Honey,
Hay,

y

(it
(it

tt>.

ton.

.

Onions, V bushels..,.

CoamluionMerchant.

Editor and PublUher.

o

d

Potatoes, $ bushel....

I)EACH BUG'S, CommissionMerchants, and

D

Timothy

heed,

Terms of Sabsoription:
dealers in Grain, Flour ami Proilucc.High$1.60 per year if paid in adcanee; $1.75 if est market price paid for wheat. Ufflce In Brick
Wood, Staves, Etc,
store cor. Eighth & Hih streets,Holland, Mich. 17
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
Cordwood, maple, dry.
paid at six months.
*• green.
Deatlit.
beach, dry
** green
/^KE. D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
JOB cniNTINO PROMPTLY iND NEATLY DONE.
Railroad ties....
office No. 42 Ninth street, next door to ihe
Shingles, A y m.
First Reformed Onurch.

“
“
“

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
insertion, and 25 cents for each subse
queut insertion for any period under three
ilrst

months.
| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 Y.
50
5 00
8 00

2
3

5 00 1 8
8 00 | 10
10 00 17
17 00 | 25
25 00 | 40
40 00 | 65

8

Square

1

“
“

U Column

10

«

00
25 00

(X)

17

::

00
00
00
(XI

00
00

O., Dealeriu Drugs and Medi- Wheat, white V bushel.
clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes,&c. 1’hy- Corn, shelled ty bushel
slcian’sprescriptionscarefully put up: Eighth st. Oats, ^ bushel.
Buckwheat, ^ bushel.
KENG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- Bran, (ft 100 lbs .............
Iclues.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles audl’er- Feed, $ ton ..............
|) 100 lb ............
fwm»ri«s. River street.
Bariev, ^ 100 t) ...........
PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi- Middling, ^ 100 lb .......
cines Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. Flour, V M ...........
W. V’anDen BKBo'sFamily Medicines:Eighth St. Pearl Barley, $100 lb ......

U

HKBEK,

full stock

Druggist & Pharmacist; a
of goods appertainingto the bus-

Oft'

iloiuls.

Taken Effect, Monday,

the

would

not be an easy mailer nowaa

young lady of sixteen
from memory, from

able to play and sing

the first to the last note, Gluck's 'Armida,'

Spontlni’s ‘Vestale,’ Cherubini’s

‘Deux

Journees,’Dalayrac’a ‘Chateau de Mon-

of the most remarkable displays of

may bo

Mendelssohn.

seen on the Atlantic coast,

all

mammoth

who come in

its

more

still

dif-

stand and enter into the spirit of these
great masters, divine their intentions,pre-

fresh-water spring gur-

scive their local coloring, and appropriate

force and volume as to attract the

attention of all

would bo

It

ficult to find an artist who could under-

style. But

it would be almost imname a vocalistable to read at
most difficult compositions, to

possible to

imme-

sight tbe

diate vicinity. This fountain is large,

remember strains of irregular rhythm and

and turbulent. It is noticeableto
perforin them immediately as if she bid
ex a ? fishermen and others passing in small
herself created them. Such, however,
7 a 7*
a ii boats along near the shore. For many
bold

was Jenny Lind, and

a

8 ut,

io
9

in this preparation,

years this wonderful and mysterious freak
of nature has been
of St. Augustine

known

in this perseverance, in this early
to

and those

the people
divided study,

living along

may

be seen the

her subsequentprodigious

and ungerm of

popularity.

Quito different ihiajrora the system now

ones have been taught to regard it with a
I. 0. of o. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds ita regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland^ich.,on Tuesday Evening

of each week
YfAN PUTTEN G,, General Dealers, in Dry
Visiting brothers arecordlallylnvlled.
Goods, Groceries. Crockery,Hath and Caps,
1 nos. McMabtib,N. G.
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
M. HAimiNOTON, R. 8.

Y

Chicago & West Michigan R. B.

“ It

days to discover

the shore, and some of the superstitious

Oessral Deulen.

the pianist of her

sureties.

their

Furalturs.

Picture Frames,etc.: River street.

$ail

who was

following:

Matanzaa Inlet, and three miles from

such

Rye $ bush ............
Corn Meal $ 100 lbs ......
Flue Corn Meal $ 100 lbs

_

Vf EVER, H. & CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Furitl nlture,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,

contributed

American lour in 1850. We quote

gles up from the depth of the ocean with

Beef, dressed per lb .....
A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser, Pork, •*
An X before the Subscriber'sname will denote
would respectfully announce to the citizens Lard ........ .........
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sig- that she has opened Dressmaking aud Hair Dress- Turkeys,per lb .........
nif that no-paper will be continuedafter date.
ing rooms, in the building, one door west of Urif- Chickens, dressed per lb.
t-#r* All advertising bills collectable quarterly. tln’s Drug Store, Washington street, Grand Haven.
Also teaches in Wax, Worsted,Lace, and other
D A D I? D may be found on tile at Geo. fancy work.
3i-iy

inio

is

the melodies of Beethoven,Schubert and

shore, a

JERRY, C.

fTUIQ

composer,

eighteen miles south of 8t. Augustine.

Meats, Etc.

liirljLvi*. Rowell & Co's Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

Swedish Nightingale^”

“ the

by Sir Julius Benedict,the well-known

Fresh-Water Spring in the Atlantic. Weber, the oratorios of Haydn, and

One

Dreii Kakeri.

1

Lind, presenting a beantiful portrait of

By Aid. Landaal,
Eesotvsd, That the liquor bond of E. F. Sutton
as principal and Anton Seif and Relndert Van
Kampen as sureties,be and the same are hereby
approved.—Carried.
Council adjourned.
GEO. H. 8IPF, CUg Cltrk.

nature

luess.

I

Jenny

paper in the May Scribner on

tenero,’besides tbe operas of Mozart and

yAN
v
vt

Kampen as

A

“

WALSH

YORK.

50
00
00
00
13

new

INOESBURO, J.

changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubilshed whttout charge for subscribers.

.$ 3
3
3
8

3rain, Feed, Etc.

Drugs and Xillelnai.

One iquareof

70
2 50

(it

bushe

480.

Jenny Lind’s Acquirements at Sixteen-

Holland, Mich., April. 28, 1681.
The Common Council met pursuant to the call
of the Mayor.
Aldermen preveni-Ter Vrce, Uutkaa, Winter,
1 25
Landanl,Kulte and the Clerk.
19
The Mayor atated the object of thla meeting
4 00
waa to approveliquor bond of E. F. Sutton.
12
Regular order of bnslncaaeuapendedand read12
ing of themlnutea dlapenaed with.
12 00
The Clerk presented liquor bond of B. F. Sutton
as principal and Anton Self and Relndert Van

Produce, Etc.
Apples,fl bushel.
Beans, )) bushel

NO.

Council.

A

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlcoln Kenyon £ Van Patten's bank
Eighth street.

A

PUBLISHED EVKUY SATURDAY AT

-

WHOLE

1881.

30,

rpKN EYCK,

weeklyTewspapee,

a

H. Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

i

GMy

(She Holland

SATURDAY, APRIL

MICH.,

Feb. 14, 1881

adopted of venturing on the

kind of reverential awe, or holy horror,

European

first

stages after a few lessons from a

renowned

us the abode of supernaturalinfluences.

When

the waters of the ocean in

ity are otherwise calm

and

master, some drawing-room successes, and
its

vicin-

tranquil,the

upheaving and troubled appearance of the

without even a sprinkling of the real acquirementswhich alone can justifya public career.”

water shows unmistakable evidences of

Hcteli.

From Chicago

From Holland

to Holland.

to Chicago.

Huy

Ni't

Mail.

Exp. Exp.

Mail.

TOWNS.

Day

Ni't

Exp. Exp.

m. a. m.
p. m.
+1020 1 55 8 15 ....Holland ..... 3 25 10 05 J5 15

m.

p.

a.

m.

10 55 2 20 8 40 ....Richmond.

5

00

2 55 9 35 4 45

..

12 00( 2 50 9 15 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 9 00 3 55
12 25 8 05 9 30

and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
In the State. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel. Holland,
10-ly

Mich.

p. rn. p.

8 30 East Sangatuck 3 05

10 40 ....

F. & A. M.
internal commotions. An area of about
FYITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, ProA REouLABComrannication
of Unity Lodox.
half
an acre shows this troubled appear,
\J prietors.The only first-classHotel in the No. 191, F. & A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
city. Is located in the business center of the town, Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,May ance— something similar to the boiling of

.....

Bangor. ... 2*00 8 45 3 35

I)H(ENIX

Michigan.
Michigan.

IT

05 10 35

2 05

..

.St.

Joseph.

12 40 7 35 2 00

..

3 30 4 50 11 30 ..New Buffalo.. 11 33 a 30 11 55
7 40 8 00 ....Chicago ..... 9 00 3 40 9 10

7 30

m.

a. in. p.

p. Dl.

a.

in. p.

m.

p.

m.

_

UMy

German and Holland languages are spoken.
Comer of First and Fulton street, Grand Haven,
glish,

1 50 3 55 10 25 .BentonHarbor.12 50 7 45 2 10

.

IJELGRIM, M., Proprietor of Ottawa House,
Good accommodations for steady boarders,
and every facilityfor transient guests The En-

L

at7o’clock .sharp.
H..C. Matrau, W. M.

D. L. Boyd, Sec'v.

(My

OCOTT’S HOTEL. Wm.

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and

a washerwoman'skettle. Six or
years ago

eight

Commodore Hitchcock,of

Hie

Nay.

first chapters of a new
story entitled “Saltillo. Boys,”
writien by Mr. William O. Stoddard,the

Contains the

serial

United States Coast Survey, was passing author. "Dab Kiuzer”; the last of Mrs.
Oliphant’s delightful papers on “Two Enthis place, aud his attention was directed

HOTEL.

A. I). Nelson, proprietor,
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. R. R. depot, has good facilities for the traveling public,and
us table is unsurpassed. On Ninth str., Holland,

i

11,

St. Nicholas for

IMditional ?£ocal.

uphenvings of glish Queens”; and two very interesting
chapters of Mr. Rnssiter Johnson’s lively
A large variety of Fancy Candies; a the water, which threw his ship from her
story of “Phaeton Rogers.” The installfull stock of Stationary, and a large assort- course as she entered the spring. His
ment of Dr. Oswald’s brilliant account of
ment of reward cards for school children, curiosity becoming excited by this circumstance, he set to work to examine Its sur- the srlange sights and adventureshe met
for sale at the Novelty store ol
roundings, and found six fathoms of with “Id Nature’s Wonderland,”— the
to the spring by the restless

10-tf.

E. S.

DANGREMOND.

water everywhere in the vicinity, while American tropics— is full of novel incident!
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
Mothers can now find a Nursing Bottle the spring itself was almost fathomless.— and is liberally illustrated. Of the five
|1.IK) per day. Good accommodations can always
at the store of Dr. R. A. Schoulen which
short stories in the* number, one of the
be relied on. Holland,
B-ly
Savannah (Oa.) News.

O

Mich.

On Sunday night the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. in., arriving at
Holland :3D Monday morning.

is

Liveryanl Sale Stable*.

superior to anything heretoforeshown

in the

GONE H„

market.

It is

most remarkable is entitled “ On

An 01&

constructediu such

Battlefield Uncovered.

stone”;

it

is based

Grind-

a

upon an exciting occur-

Llvorv ami Sale Stable. Office
audbariou Marketslreet.Everything flrst- a manner that any child is forced to use
During the spring rains in Georgia the rence which Mr. V. Nehlig has illustrated
it. The slightest pressure of the gums
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids
Coosa river overflowedits banks, and in in a striking manner. Mrs. Clara Erskine
TTAVERKATE,G. J., Livery and Boarding will force the feed into ils mouth, inducing
Grand
to Holland.
one place washed the soil from a consider- Clement’s fourth paper of “Art and Ar11 stable. Fine rigs and good horses can ala. m. p. m. p. m.
a. m. p.m. p. in.
ways Ae relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's a repetition of the process, which is just
able area. After the water subsided the tist” deals with some of the most beautiJ5 20 10 05 3 *25 ....Holland..... 8 15 1 50 tioiu
33-tr
what is desired, and thus learn the infant
washed land was found to bo an ancient ful relics of ancient sculpture, pictures of
5 85 10 17 3 85 ....Zeeland ..... 8 05 1 40 9 55 VflBBELlNK,J. 11., Livery and Sale Stable;
to get its food by such means. 10-4w.
which are given. The number has a fine
1* Niulh street,near Market.
battlefield and hurrying ground. Part of
9 25
5 57 10 30 3 52 ..Hudaonvilie... 9 45
frontispiece,
drawn by Mr. E. P. Heydeo;
Beat Kartell.
Mr. R. Van Eampea has got ail the the territoryconsisted of mounds, evidentand
the
opening
poem, "The Sister
« 15 10 45 4 05 ....Grandville...7 38 1 12 9 05
IJUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner necessary tools to move, raise, or lower ly fortifications.These were strewn with
Months,”
is
by
Lucy
Larcom.
Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sau- buildings at short notice. He iH also pre6 35 11 00 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 7 15 1 00 8 45
implements of aboriginal warfare, beads,
sages constantly on hand.
a. m. p. rn. p. m.
a. in. p. m. p.m.
pared to build new dwellings or repair old
and earthen vessels.
“ Deacon,” said a widow, as she heaved
UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and ones, or do any kind of carpenterand
On Monday morning the Night Express leaves
The
remainder of the ground was cov- a long drawn sigh, and softly raised two
•
vegetables
;
Meat
Market
on
8th
street.
joiner’s
9-4w.
Holland :4U andnrrives in Grand Rapids3:10a.m.
ered thickly with skeletons, all perfectly
tear-bcjewelled eyes to his, “don’t you
1

to

l

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

Rapids.

Hotel.

-

--

D

work.
-

1

yAN DER AAR, II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

From

Holland

to_

Muskegon.

II

V

(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)

From Muskegon

and twine; 8th street.

to Holland.

m. 1]). m. a. m.
p. m. p.m.ip. m.
5 40 3 30 10 £5 ....Holland. ... 4 15 1 40 tlOJU

Leopold Spiedel, 201

Xacufaetorlei,Villi, Shops, Etc.

3 4G 1 15 9 25

10 55 ....Bushklll....

3 43

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

0 45 4 30 11 20 ..Grand Haven.. 3 20 12 40 8 50

WILMS,

7 00 4 35 11 25 ...Ferrysburg... 3 15 12 85 8 45

IQtl) and

Holland
Muskegon.
Via Nunlca.

From Muskegon
Holland.
p. m.

m.
1130

a.

Tv

..Holland...

Notary Puhlici.

OTEGENGA, A. P., Jnstice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,

•7 25

Michigan.

.Robinson..

y_iy

Physicians.

_

IJEST, R.

B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
the diseaseof the Eye, Ear and Throat a
specialstudy. Office hours ulgtht and day, on the
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-ly

1)

..

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorRiver streets.

Q

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From

_

JAUELS, VAN PUTTEN Jb CO., Proprietors
of Ptugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour

1

7 30 5 05 11 55 ... Muskegon... 2 40 12 00 8 10
p. m. noon p. m.
.m. p. m. a. m.

Nualca...,

OCHOUTEN,

F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
Office at Dr. Schouteu’adrug-store. Eighth
street.
40 ly.

0

.Frultport...

.Muskegon.

8 40
p. in.

to

Via Grand Haven Railroad.

Allegan.

From Holland
m.
4 15

10 05

4 85

10 05

10 25

4 45

9 52

825

11 05

4 58

938

2 40

11 55

590

9 15

900

a.

m.

From Allegan to
Holland.
a.m. p. m.

*9 10

a.

p.

\f

ANTING, A. G„

ivl

office at

Physician and Surgeon;
GraafrchapVillage, Allegan county,

Mich. Officehours from

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

a.

X

at

to 12 a.

m.

20-ly.

O. £., Physician and Surgeon. Office
his residence, Ovcrysel, Mich.

Phtapipkir.

340 JJIGGIN3,

m. p.m.

10

yiTES,

10 25 *4 15

m. p.m.

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Gol-

Tohacei and Cigars.

rPK ROLLER,

X

G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
ClgarB,Snufi, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watchii and Jivilry.

• Mixed Ualus.

£

f

street,

exposed, and all in good preservatian.

A

press dispatch from Rome, Ga., dated

April 2, says:

“The

place Is attracting

companionship of a kindred soul to share
the joys and sorrows that walk, twin like,

Street. —

us through all tbe varied scenes of

life?” “Well, widow,” sighed the old

thing he ever knew.

seriously impairing what will undoubtedly deacon in reply, “I’ve kinder had a yearnRubber Goods ana Bynnges, an end- prove to science one of the richest ‘ finds ' ing all the evenin’, but I thought maybe
ever made on the American continent. it was them cold beans I eat for supper.—
less variety, at Schouten’s Drug Store.
Among the countlessnumber of Indian RochesterHerald.

Eousecleaning—Houaecl eanisg.
The largest assortment of goods required
for

house cleaning work can now

at the

Drug Store of Dr.

Wm.

be

found which

Van Putten. form of

Such as Paris White, Paint, Oils, etc,,
also all kinds of prepared paint. Call
early or late.

ll-3w
All
Drug

We

are always in.

kinds of Spectaclesat Schouten’s

Store.

morning, thank you.

is

a

carved with great skill into the

10-4w.

or brass objects with sil-

ver, without difficulty or loss of time, the
following process is given in the Oewerb.Dl. f. Ost-u. Wettpreussen:

Mix

8 parts of

dered cream of tartar and 15 parta of
is

better

a

Bally Items.
day passes but we hear of some

kerosene. Heads of families should cauInstantaneousSilver Mixture.

chloride of silver with 20 parts of pow-

We gave him

Never

accident through the careless use of

human head.”

To coat copper

Wm. Van Putten, M. D.

How’s the Baby.
“How’s the Baby?” “His croup
this

pipes found is one of great size and ex
ceedingly fine workmanship, the bowl of

powdered common salt. Moisten

tion their domesticsabout using

it

to start

and at the same time always
keep a supply of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
,011 on band ; best cure for burns, cuts,
a fire with,

wounds,

etc.

Our American

colored man, Uncle Billy,

in discussing the Civil Rights bill, gave
a suit-

able quantity of the mixture with water,

his opinion of

it

in this way:

“We

can

some of Thomas’ Eclectric Oil as you and rub it with a piece of blotting paper smoke whenebber we please, stop at de
adviced, doctor, and shall give him some upon tbe metallic object, which must be hotels, spit on de carpets, and make de
more in an hour or so.” Next day the thoroughlyclean. Tbe latter is afterward white folks tend on de old nigger. You
bat dar’s fun cornin’.’' But when he was
doctor pronounced the youngstercured.
rubbed with a piece of cotton upon which
asked if he understood tbe provisions ofde
All kinds of new and old style fishing precipitated chalk is dusted, then wash
bill, he exclamed, “Bless de Lor’, am dere
tackle; a large assortment of cigars, with water, and polish with a dry cloth.
provisionsin it? Den I’m heart and soul
notions and toys, for sale cheap at the
for
it. ”-5.
8. (%x.
Nitrate of Silver for Wormi.
Novelty store of

_

10-tf,

E. 9.

DANGREMOND.

Dr. M. P. GrccoworA, Medical Summary

1>RE YMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
For Bilious Difficulties use Dr. Bchou- was accidently led to regard nitrate of silt Dally except Saturday;all other trains dally X> dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market
except Sunday.
ver as a remedy for worms. Further use
and Eighth
ten’s Pills.
10-4w.
t Dally except Saturday aud Sunday.
of this drug has convinced him that it is
All Chicago time.
For floe perfumeries go to Schouteu's Now is the time to purchasethe goods one of the most potent agents we have for
for your spring work. If you want to do
Drug
, l(Hw.
the destruction and expuiaion of worma.
any painting,remember that Dr. Wm.
§lu$iittf$ Jliwtorij.
He gives a teaspoon ful three times a day,
Handsome illustrated catalcxue and Van Putten has a large assortmentwhich
of a solution of five grains of nitrate
Price-list issued by Burt's Easterf Agency, he sells a great deal cheaper than ever beAttoraiyi.
ailver in six ounces of rain water.
281 Grand Street, New York, has been re* fore. All such things as paint brushes,
OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

Store.

H

sometimes have a yeaiuing for the sweet

ITEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof audDe&lerin Thomas’ Ecjectric Oil in his family for crowds from all directions, and it is alwith
11 Agricultural Implements; commission agent coughs and colds, and that it is the best
most Impossible to prevent vandalismfrom
for MowIuk Machines* cor. 10th Jt River street.
I

11 00 ...Johnsvillo....3 38 1 00 9 10

6 20

Bhumway

Buffalo,N. Y., says he has used Dr.

a.

0 07 8 58 10 50

A Family Eequifiite.

Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper

aud

The Eight Application.
Mrs. D. Morrison, Farnhsm Centre,
P. Q., writing about Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,

says: “George Bell used

son, and it cured

it

on his

him of Rheumatism

with only a few applications.The balance
of the bottle waa used

man

for

Asthma with

by an old

gentle-

the best results. It

acta like a charm.”

whitewashbrushes,hair brushes, tooth
New Yorkers p*y higher aalaries to The new Secretary of the Navy knows
prices very moderate. Sample copies brushes, or any other brush. Oils cheaper clergymen than does any other city. But something about one ship, anyhow. We
M° Lepidg’s VoJk RQrLand l^ids? Vchigan! mailed free upon application from above £an ever, and a great many other articles, then it’s a heap more work to save a New refer to courtship. He has had four
Business m Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Coanttee
ll-4w
Will be promptly attended
9-ly
Yorker than any other mtn.— -Boston Post. wives.— NorristownHerald.
too numerous to
ll-8w
Notary Public; RlYer etreet.

to.

ceived, the illustrationssre til new and

address.

mention.

f

announce*that the water supply of that city
has temporarily become filled with organic
matter, and advises all to nse no water for

has been sentencedto

years in the

five

CITY, MICHIGAN.

.

The

The

WEEKLY IEWS REVIEW,
since a

monkey escaped

from a museum in Now York and bit off part
of the no«o of a

little

girl. An action for

$60,000 was brought by her guardian,and tho
Jury awarded $3,500.

the way from St. Paul to St. Louis.

Quincy, thousandsof acre* of rich bottom
Lnds were submerged. At Hannibal, Mo., all
the ice-houses were destroyed.

.

An incendiaryfire at Shamokin,

all

In Minnesota,bridges wore carried away, railway tracks washed out, aud houses partially
submerged. The flood w as caused by iho high
water in the MimieHota and other feeders of
the Mississippi.By the breaking of tho Buy
levee, on the Illinois side of the river, near

THE EAST.
Some months

Mississippi river has been on the

rampage

Pa.,

Loss estimatedat $160, 000.... The Hungarian

Flames whic)i broke out

in

by Secretary CrandaJl at St Louis June 7, to
elect a Cjairmca ,n placa of T. H. Murch.

Senator Platt says there are almost
enough Senators pledged to vote against Robertson’s confirmationto defeat him. Stanley
Matthews’ friends claim that he will be confirmed if he ever comes before the Senate. So
says 4 Washington telegramto the Inter Ocean.

FOREIGN.
The

THE SOUTH*

burned four large stores and three dwellings.

Fontenot’s

sleeper in the poor-house at Allentown,Pa., Hotel, in New Orleans, destroyed nearly every
who had had but two waking spells in seventy
tmildingon St. Denis street, causing a very
days, arose from his bed the other day. bolted
heavy loss.
the door of his room, aud sprung out of the
window. In falling twenty-fivefeet ho broke
Charles Duffey, a traveling salestwo of his ribs and injured his spine so badly
man for Enos Richardson & Co., dealers in
that he can hardly recover.
jewelry in Now York, was robbed in a Baltimore
A steamer arrived at New York with hotel of about $10,000 worth of gold chains.
several cases of small-pox, and tho health auLucinda Fowlkes, a colored woman,
thoritiesordered all the passengers,1,000 in
was hanged at Moherreu, Va., for tho murder
number, to be vaccinated. All the cabin passof her husband. . .Abram Martin,a negro, for
engers. aud most of those in the steerage, conkillingbis wife with an ax. was hanged at Abbesented, but about 150 Russians and Poles reville, 8. C. He left a family of fifteenchildren.
sisted. The doctors called on tho crew for
. .Fifteen men rode to Mr. McLaureu’s house
assistance, and a scene of the utmost conin Ura'de, Texas, and murdered him, his wife,
fusion ensued. The immigrants fonght
aud a young man who lived with them.
as if their lives we re at stake, and it finally
The manufacture of silver dollars and
became necessaryto call in the services of the
quarantinesteamer.Then every man, woman halves has for some time been in progress in
and child who refused to submit were taken on
board tho quarantine boat and conveyed to the penitentiaryof South Carolina,a leading
^frit in the enterprise being one of tho guards.
Dix island, where they were forciblyvaccinated....
...A lively contest is in progress at Waco,
Mrs. Hove, charged' with embezzling the funds
Tex., between the Missouri Pacific and the 8t.
of the so-calledLadies' Deposit, of Boston,
Louis and Texas Narrow-Gaugerailroads. Tho
has been found guilty....James T. Fields,the
arrest of contractorson both sides became
Boston poet and publisher, died of heart disnecessary. . .Two robbersstopped the El Paso
ease while sitting in his chair. He was born in
stage about sixty miles west of 8au Antonio,
Portsmouth, N. H., in 1820. From 1863 to 1871
and secured75 cents.
ho was editor of the Atlantic Monthly.
Gould’s plan in regard to the South-

NationalConvention of the Irish

Land League assembled in Dublin. Parnell presiding. Resolutions declaring that Davitt
should be released, and thanking Irishmen in
America for their support,were adopted. Tho
opinion* expressedby the delegates were
strongly averse to tho Laud till, but it was
generally held that the measure should not be
rejected unless efforts to amend it fail....
Dervisch Pasha, with 10,000 troops, attacked
and defeated the Albanians n^nr Uskup....
The powers of Europe have received a circular
note from Russia, proposing a conferencefor
the purpose of adopting common measures
against anarchists.

.

.

.

.

Whitelaw Reid and Miss Elizabeth

Mills were married at the residence of the bride

westernroads is said to be the formation of
the Southwestern Company,to lease and oper-

in Fifth avenne, New York. Among the
ate the Missouri,Kansas and Texas and the
guests were Hugh McCulloch, Mr. aud Mrs.
William H. Vanderbilt, Henry Watterson, International and Great Northern as one line,
<Jen. and Mrs. McClellan, and Abram and the Texas and Pacific aud the Iron Mount8. Hewitt. It is rumored that the ain as another ____ The Supremo Court of Georbride had a dowry of $1,000, $00 ..... gia has decided in the case of the defunct Bank
of Georgia, which was a State depository, that
About twenty perrons were severely burned or
the claims of tho State take precedence of
otherwiseinjuredat tho fire which destroyed
the box factory of E. C. Smith, in New York.
One man was burned to death, and others will
probably die. The loss was j?75,000 ____ The
PennsylvaniaHouse defeated the bill equalizing rates of transportationby railroads, and
prohibiting rebates,drawbacksand combinations.

THE WEST.
Floods in the

rivers of Illinois and

A

part of the

Rock river dam at Beloit Wis., was carried
away, and five men who attempted to cross the
nver in a row-boat were drowned. A bridge
spanning Rock river, at Rock Island, 111.,
went down, carrying with it seven persons, two
of whom were drowned. At Watertown, Wis.,
one bridge was destroyed and two others injured. The Chicago and Desnlainosrivers,at
Chicago,were higher than they have been in
twenty years.

The

Elkhart paper-mill, at Elkhart,,

Ind., has been partially destroyed by

Cause of the

Michael Revoir,

were brutally murdered by a half-bieedIndian
named Walker, at Bridgeton,Mo.

WASHINGTON.

.

.

conditions printed on tho back.

appalling accident occurred near

Albany, HI, on the Rock Island division of the
Chicago,Milwaukee and 8L Paul railway.

An

express train going south was suddenly and
without the slightest warning precipitated into
Meredosia river. As the engine struck the
north end of tho bridge it gave way with a
terrible crash, heard for miles around. The
engine and tender, with the engineei and fireman, went down out of sight, and have not
since been seen. The train was composed of an
engine and three cars, the forward car, with the
usual quantity of baggage, mail and express,
together with the passengercoach, going down
and floating off in the current of the stream.
The passengercoach floated against and lodged
at an island forty rods from the acene of the
disaster. The engineer, W’illiaraWest, and fireman, name unknown, residing at Freeport, were
drowned, together with six passengers, making
the loss of Ufc eight. Conductor Thomas Fuller climbed out of a window and escaped over
the top of the brakes in a miraculous manner,
as did brakeman Henry Meyers, baggageman
Bam Flanagan, and megsenge'rDan Elutborpe,
who were rescued, the three latter in an
injmed condition. The slceping-carwas left
hanging over the brink at an angle of fortyfive degrees, half out of water. It had three
occupantsbeside the porter. All climbed out
of the rear end. A woman aud two children
were in the forward coach, and one child was
drowned, the other two being saved. Eleven
passengers were in tho coach. Among tho
missing are three men who were in the coach.
They got out on top as it floated bv the
approach to the wngou bridge, which had been
w&rhed out, and tried to Jump off, two succeeding, one falling back into the river and
sinkingout of sight A boy, who was traveling with his brother-in-law’ from Pino nver.
Wis., to Omaha, was also rescued from tho roof
of the coach after it had stopped at the island.
A woman aud child were also taken from the
top of the coach at that point. As soon us possible help was procured from Albany,whither
the wounded brain-menand some of the rescued
passengerswere removed.

reform the system of letting mail contracts,

and to make the departmentself-sustaining
within two years.
.Mrs. Belva A. Lockwood, a
Washington lawyer, has filed an application for
an appointment as Minister to Brazil ____ Postmaster General James decrees that postal oards
are unmailable with anything on tho address
side beside the direction.

The

.

Secretary of War

is

considering

the advisability of abolishingall the military
divisions now existing and making two divisionsof the whob country, one to be in
charge of Gen. Sheridan and the other in
charge of the ranking Major General ____ It is
understood that Minister Blarsh has asked to
be recalled from Rome, in which event his successor would most likely be Dr. J. M. Gregory,
of the Illinois Agricultural College.

The

unveiling of

railway connections between that rity and

hod

a

design for inflictingthis species of

punishment He

fitted brackets of iron
on the arms and thighs of the criminal,

and the Algerianfrontier has been cut. France
will send 50,000 men to Algeria ____ The Nihilists
have issued an address to the Czar, representmg that the recent executions have served to
strengthen their ranks. .. .Dillon warns the
Governmentthat wholesaleevictions cannot be
effectedin Irelandwithout armed resistance.
Contracts have been made to carry 60,000

—

^

America.

posing ceremonies.Among the chief participants
in the affair was Quartermaster Knowles, who
lashed Farragut to the mast at the battle in
Mobile bay. President Garfieldaccepted the
statue in a few elocment phrases, and ex-Post-*
master General Maynard and Senator Voorheea deliveredaddresses. Iho processionwas
one of the finest ever witnessedat the capital.
— The Commissiouerof the General Laud
Office decidesthat never since its acquisition
from France has any of the lands in Indian
Territory been open to settlementor entry under tho public laws, and declares that the effort to induce tho colored people to emigrate
to Oklahomadeservestho severest reprobation.

The death of Representative O’Connor, of South Carolina, leaves two scats on the
Democratic side vacant.

_ GENERAL.
exports of breadstuff’s from tho

United States during the nine months ending

ducts.

would make every tooth ache.”
A distiuguished surgeon, of whom
questions were asked concerningtho
machine, said: “The best wav to explain it is to give you actual experience : then you will know exactly how
it feels. Here is a Faradic induction
coil. I pull out this tube a little way.
Now, let me place this electrode in your
hand. There.”
“ Oh ! ” exclaimed the inquirer, as a
tingling, thrillingsensation ran

through

every finger, and his hand closed in an
involuntarygrasp.
“ Does it hurt ? ” asked the doctor.

“A

little.”

we’ll try again. Now, you
see, I pull this tube further out. I
again touch it to your hand and — ”
“Whoop 1” shouted the victim ; “ take
it away 1”
ing on his conscience.Bright afterward
The feeling was as if the hand was
advised Bradlaughto retire, which he
refused to do, and he was removei crushed in a vise. Every nerve ached
to tho bar by the Sorgeant-at-Arms____ aud trembled with pain.
The French ironclad Surveillantebombarded
“That hurt, did it? Why, that’s
and destroyeda Tunisian fort on the island of
nothing.
Here’s something of a very
Tabarca. The telegraph wire between 'Tunis

emigrants from Norway
the statue of Admiral

March 31 were valued at $204,692,100 ____ Leon
Chottcau, recently arrivedin New York, announces that ho has formed a company in
Paris, with a capitalof 20,000,000francs’,for
the importation of American live stock. An
English steamship has been chartered,and an
agent is already buying horses and cattlo in the
region of Chicago and St. Louis. Another of
Chottcau'sschemes is au organizationto suptelegram of April 23 states ply the French with all kinds of American pro-

that the flood in the Missouri had severed

when Bradlaugh advanced to

the Speaker’stable to be sworn, Northcote entered an objection, and moved that ho be not
allowed to take the oath. This was carried,
after a spirited debate, by 208 to 175. John
Bright defended Bradlaugh’i right, as the latter had declared that the oath would be bind-

Farragut at Washington was attended by im-

The

or

fering from severe hysteric attacks ever since

the 20th of Aptil,

The new PostmasterGenerals promise

.

pressed
indescribable torture, unaccompanied by state— i. e.t no appreciablechange apwounds
even bruises, thrilling pears on use of a developer. But if the
through every fiber of such miscreants. exposure be continuedstill further, the
There was au American inventorwho negative image gives place to a posi-

tive, in whiah the distribution of light
and shade is exactly the opposite,and
this image, if the luminous action be
well regulated,presents all the details

.

.

fire, spontaneous combustion.

got, this image loses its distinction, aud the plate passes into a neutral
tive is

and placed in them wet sponges. When
connected with a current of electricity, and fineness of the one it has supplanted.
Forte has prohibitedthe importationof Amerithe shock would by this system pass With further exposure a second neutral
can pork into Turkey. A committee of Ameristate is reached, opposite to the first, incans wall apprais • the stock already arrived, through the legs and shoulders,and
asmuch os if the latter showed the
after which it will be destroyed
.The Ger- avoid the vital parts of the body.
man Govcrnmeuthas accepted the condi ions
“The torture inflicted by electricity
for tho admission of Hamburg into tho Zoll- is qf two kinds— by contractionof the
vtreiu. That city is to pay 15,000,000marks
exposure
muscles at rapidly-recurringintervals
to th imperial treasury annually for six years
has rarely exceeded 1-1,000 of a second,
and by burning with sparks. The tortto come.
ures of old days, when not done by fire if the photosphericgranulations were to
Advices from St. Petersburg state
be obtained, and with plates preparedby
or compression, were the strainingand
that Loris Melikoff’s powers have been greatly
the gelatino-bromideprocess, the time
tearing asunder of the muscles. Of this
enlarged. He now possesses further Nihilist kind were the rack, scavenger’s daugh- may be reduced to 1-20, 000th of a second,
revelationsimplicatingnumerous palace offior less. Now, if one of these dry plates
ter and the cages of Louis XIV,, in
cials. aud also provincial dignitaries,as well as
be exposed half a second a distinctposiwhich
a
man
could
not
stand
up
or
lie
the Grand Duke Constantine,among the contive image is produced, the body of tho
spirators.Secret-police returns from London, down. The electric shock exactly resun appearing white and spots black, as
Geneva and Berlin submit important Nihilist verses these conditions. It produces an
revelations which will change the Czar’s couenormously-rapid contraction in the they do to the eye. M. Janssen has simtemplated palace plans. They also reveal exbody of the muscles at very short inter- ilarly obtained positive images of landtended plots which .will alter the Czar’s summer
scapes appearing transparentlyas the
movements. Sensationaland alarming reporta vals. The degree of pain produced is scenes is viewed naturally; also a View
prevail throughouttho entire country ..... about the same. The force of the elecThe executioner Frohloff has received 100 tricity has to be nicely graded, as a too* of tho park at Mendon, showing a white
lashes for mismanagementin the hanging of
powerful shock would numb or kill a solar disk on the dark background of the
tho NihilistMichailoff, whose rope broke twice.
sky and corner types, which are of the
man.
....Russia has sent a note to the powers insame sight as the original types— i. c.
“ 'flic other method is by condensing
viting them to a council for the purpose of conpositive if the typo bo positive, and negsidering measures to bo take* against an- a number of intermittent sparks on tho
archists.
flesh. This burns the skin, and at the ative if it bo negative. In these photographs it is the same spectral rays that
The Empress of Russia has been suf- same time produces contractions of the
muscles. If put to the side of the jaw it nave given the negative image, and then

the assassination of tho Czar. Being threattable of receipts and expenditures ened with a most horrible death should tho
of the Governmentfor tho nine months ended two female conspirators lie executed,she
pleaded for their pardon and it was promised.
March 31 compare very favorably with those of
The news of the executionof Pieoffsky, one of
tho corresponding nine months of tho last tho women, threw her into a violent paroxysm.
fiscal year. The total gain in receipts is about
— Tho total destructionby fire of the town
$22, §00, 000. The surplus for tho nine months of Buena Ventura, in the ' United States of
is nearly $30,000,000more than that for tho Colombia, is announced. The loss was
first three-quarters of the last fiscal year. As
$1,000,000. Three persons perishedin the
the surplusfor tho current quarter can hardlv flames, and 1,500 are homeless. . .Foreigndisfall short of $38,000,000.the close of patches indicate that Greece is on tho brink of
the fiscal year is expected to show the war with Turkey.... John McCullough is said
very remarkable aurplus of $100,000,000 ____ to have been highly successful in his appearThe TreasuryDepartment has issued $10,000,000 ance in London as Virginius.
of new bonds, bearing 3>f per cent They difIn the British House of Commons, on
fer only from the old ti’s in having the new

to

An Omaha

the

he somewhat grimly exit, so as to produce absolutely

tric battery, as

,

a respectedfarmer,

and James Williams, an old school-teacher,

fire.

Loss estimatedat $15,000 ; folly insured. The
mill was owned by the Hon. Rufus Beardsley
aud the Hon. John Cook. The work of repairing the building will begin at once, and the
mill will be ready again within a few weeks.

An

An Athens correspondentsays

Russakoff and Jaliboff, the killers of dug the nails of her clenched hands into
the Ozor of Russia, were mercilessly put
them. On recoveringconsciousnessshe
to torture. Russakoff was electrioized began to abuse the man who had threatby powerful batteries, and forced by the
ened, to throw her child overboard. Tho
intolerable agony he suffered fa answer
boatman told him to “never mind her
the questionsput to him.
blather,” for he had saved all their lives.
Park Benjamin, the scientificexpert, Then she burst into tears and asked his
said to a New York reporter: “The
forgiveness. She was a woman all over
idea of torturing criminals by electricity
— at any rate she would have been if she
is not original with the Russians. It is
hadn’t done as she was told.
a British invention, and was first suggested about five years ago by an English
An interesting phenomenon in phomechanical jpurnal, in commenting upon the executionof criminals by electric tography has been announced by M.
shock instead of by hanging. The En- Janssen in a note to the French Academy
glish writer wanted to do away with the of sciences. While obtaining social
images at Mendon, he has observed that
cftt-o’-nine-tails, which is administered
in England to garrotersand other crim- when the exposure is prolonged beyond
inals of certain classes, and use the elec- a certain period in which a good nega-

Greek situation was never more serious ____ The

The

Wisconsin have caused great damage to property and some loss of life.

those of any other creditor.

TORTURING BY ELECTRICITY.

board.” She closed her hands tightly
and crossed them in her lap. On reachThe Agony Which the Killer* of the ing the shore she fainted. Her palms
POLITICAL.
Czar
Were
Compelled
to Undergo.
The Hon. Daniel F. Beatty lias been
were covered with blood where she had

penitentiary tot forgery.

drinking until it has been thoroughlyboiled. .
Bl'hop Borgess,of the Catholic diocese of Detroit, has issued a pastoralletter forbidding re-elected Mayor of Washington, N. J. This
the holdingof any picnic excursion by water or will be his third term.
rail, and pastors are commanded to enforcehis
National Committee of the Nainstructions.
tional Greenback Labor party is called to mi el
.

HOLLAND

ter,

and Sweden to

COSfiRESSIONAISUMMARY.
i,

The time of the Senate was mainly occupied on
Wednfaday,April 20, by » discussion betweenMessrs.
DaW|^b and Jonas as to whether Massachusetts or
Louisiana was most free from crime; a speech from
Senator Frye, in which he arraigned the Democrats
for knowingly acting contrary to the constitution•
a brief

butexcited discussion Between Messrs. Butler

and Burnside, during which the latter repeatedly,excitedly, aud emphatically stated that Butler’sassertion that there was a corrupt bargain between Mahons

“Well,

differentsort.”

He fastened to one wire a small wet
sponge, and to the other wire something
like a paint-brush,with the brush pfcrt
made

of tine wire.

He put

the

sponge

in the visitor’s hand and then touched
the back of the hand with the wire brush.
The pain waa unbearable.The surface
of the skin was scorched and the muscles of the hand were contracted in a
violent manner.
“ That is called the electric scourge,”
said the doctor. “If it were dark you
could see sparks fly from each wire.
Imagine the effect if the electricitywere
ten times more powerful.”
“Could any man bear that torture?”
“ I think not ; any man would confess
under it, but it h> a question what confidence could be placed in such a confession. A man would confess anything
to escape the agony.”
“What could you compare the pain
to?"
“ It would be the same as burning

and the Repub.icans was false; and the usual sparring between Brown and Hoar. The Senate adjourned
without doing any buaineia.President Garfield
sent the followingnominations to the Senste:
Richard A. Elmer, of New York, to be Second Assistant PostmasterGeneral,vice Thomas
alive. ”
J. Brady, of Indiana, resigned; W. A. M. G ler, of
Pennsylvania, Third Assistant Postmaster General,
“ Would it injure the man ?”
vice A. D. Haren, appointed AssistantAttorney Gen“ No ; not unless the pain drove him
eral of the PostofBce Department,and George B.
Everett,Collector of Internal Revenue of the Fifth insane. If the battery was too powerdistrict of North Carolina,vice W. H. Wheeler.
ful it would kill at once. Applied to

There waa the usual waste of time

in the

Senate on the fist Inst, and more than the average

number of
Cameron had

some parts of the body the scourge
hurts more than on other parts.”

dispute about a question of adjourn-

ment; Dawes bad a dlscuwlonwith Call about tho
freedom of voters In Maasachnsetts; Dawes had a
dispute with Saulsbury on some trivial matter ; and
Wade Hampton and Jonas glorifiedtheir sections.
No businessof any kind waa done.

An important reductionin canal tolls

a

positive.

ImitationPrecious Stones.
The really beautifulimitationitones
in Paris consists of a very pure,
transparent,and lustrousglass, called
Strass, after its inventor, which is frequently colored with the same metallic
oxides as real precious stones. Thus the
color of the topaz is obtained from antimony and gold; that of the ruby from
purple of Cassius (a stannate of tin with
stannate or oxide of gold), or from a solution of gold in aqua regia (nitromuriatio acid). The well-known Bohemian ruby glass is produced by copper, and a commoner kind by iron. Some
of the finest yellow glass is colored with
silver. The first precious stone to be
successfully produced by artificial means
was the lapis lazuli, the saphire of classical times, but by no means to be confounded with the saphire of the modern
jeweler, though closely related to it.
Lapis lazuli is au opaque stone of an exquisite corn-flower blue, and was highly
prized by tho ancient Indians, Assyrians,
Persians, Jews, Egyptiansaud Greeks.
Freed from impnrtiesaud rubbed down,
it gives the ultramarineused by medi®-

made

val artists for the robes of the Madonnas;
and in their day it was worth its weight
in gold, the

purchaser of a picture hav-

ing always to pay extra for its

use.

Ita

rarity and the cost of preparationmake
the true ultramarinestill worth from ten
shillingsto fifty shillingsthe ounce.

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
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Rons ..............................
6 10 (4 6 60
Cotton ............................Ill*/® 11
Flour— Superfine..................
3 90 ® 4 50
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 2« ® 1 27
No. 2 Winter ..............1 27
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Bexyxs— Choice Grsded Steers ..... 6 60 @ 6 35
Cows and Heifers .........2 90 @ 4 uo
Medium to Fair ...........4 93 @ 5 20
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Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.... 6 75 (aj 6 ou
Good to Choice Spring Ex. . 5 00 w 5 25
2 Spring ..............
1 04 @1 06
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U9
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1 19 @ 1 20
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17 26 @17 60
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petty wrangles.Messrs. Dawes and
a

effected its transformation into

Learning Babies to Walk.

nv

An old woman, “Aunt Mary,” residing near Selma, Alabama, who is mother Wheat— No.

1

No.

2

of nine children, says all her children
walked before they were nine mouths
old. The following is the process by
which she attains the desired end, as

MILWAUKEE.
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i 07 @ 1 09
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1 04 (4 1 05
44
37
21
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17 75 @18
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Ryk-No. 1 ........................
1 20 @ 1
Barley— No. 2. .................... ua
Pork-Mcss .......................
17 75 @18

@

Thero was another day of heavy debate in
Canadian Government. the Scnsto on Friday, April 22, and at ita clow an
Vessels bound westward from Montreal are to adjournment was taken until .Tuesday, partly to told in her own language :
“I takes ’em to the door for nine perpaws free through the Welland canal after enable Senatorswho ve near Washingtonto transact
paying tolls on tho SU Lawrence canal, and the necessary business,partlyto penult the Republican* cession days, and sweeps ther foot out
same rule applies to east-bound cratt paying to have a private conference, and nominally to give This helps ’em a powerful sight, and
tolls on the Welland canM. On freight desthe Senate an opportunityto be present at the then I takes ’em to the grin’ stone, and
w
tined for tho west, duties have been reduced
...... 11\@ 11*
ceremonieswhich will attend the unveilingof grins’ the foots for to make the chil LAnD ........................
from 40 to 20 cents per ton . Three children
CINCINNATL
the statueof th* late AdmiralFarragut on Monday. shore-footed and swift; then I walks
lost their lives hy tho burning of Mr. LeDuc’s President Garfield sent for some Republican SenWheat. ........... ................ 1 u @ 1 14
backward
nine
steps
with
my
eyes
shut,
bouse at Hull, Ont.
Co™ ..............................47 (4 4«
ators to urge cn them to relievehis administration
Oats ...............................41
42
the embarrassmentof having so many of hi< and turns ’round and .puts the chil’ on
Gen. Joseph Lane, who ran for Vice from
river.
1 33 (4 1 35
nominations unconfirmedeo long. He advised that the floo, says a vest of po’try aud goes to RT* ................................
Pokk—
Meat
........................
1C
75
@17
00
Presidenton the 'ticket with Breckinridge, in the Republicans consent to go Into executive session
A passenger coach on ffie San Juan
at an early day. Senators Sherman, Htwley and my washin; and ’fore you knows it that Laud ..............................H <4 ll*
1860, died recently at his homo in Oregon. He
TOLEDO.
•xtensionof the Denver and Rio Orande rail- was born in North Carolina in 1801, emigrated Hale are said to be activelyurging the Preaidcnt’a baby is walkin’ everywhere.”
Wheat— No. 1 White. .............. 1
10
view*.
way left tho track near Ozier, Col., and to Indiana,and was for many years a member
Na 2 Bed .................1 14 <4 1 15
The usual dilatory motions and the motion to
Oorn-No. ....................... 47 <4 48
The Mother.
plunged down an embankmenta distance of of tho Indiana Legislaturefrom Vanderburgh
39 (4 40
more than ICO feet Eight persons were in- county. He was Brigadier General in the Mex- go into executivesession were voted on in tho SenA correspondent ef the New York 0at8.....~.........................
DETROIT.
stantly killed,four seriously injured, and sev- ican war, and commanded the left wing of Gen. ate, on Thursday, April 26, and after less than the Times was, during a flood, crossing the Flous— Choice ....................
5 25
615
•ral others slightly hurt.... Glowing accounts Taylor’s army at the famous battle of Buena uaual amount of talk the grave body adjourned’Wheat— No. 1 White ...............HO
111
Snake
river
in
a
crowded
boat
There
50
Conn— No. .......................49
coma from the wheat-fieldsof Bouthsm Vista. He was appointed Governor of Oregon Senator Edmunds asked that the JudiciaryCommit40
Kansas and Western Missouri. The Territory in 1848, and was subsequentlyelected tee be granted permissionto sit during the recess was in it a mother with an infant, which OAT»-Mixed.. .................... 39
230
a gentleman volunteeredto hold. In the Bablet (per cental) ................ 50
rains have been very general, and the Delegate in Congress, in which capacity he
....1900 (4 1951
PoBK-Meae ..............
season is two weeks earlier than usual.... served until tho State was admitted into the (shouldthat ever occur, be parentheticallysaid) middle of the stream the rnsliing waters Seed— Clover .............
405 (4 435
The Government is feeding 1,000 destitute Union, when ho was chosen United States Sen- In order to investigate the subject ol terrified the woman so that she clutched
INDIANAPOLIS.
bankruptcy.Leave waa granted. President
people in and around Yankton. ...The Chicago ator.
Wheat-No. 2 Bed ................109
110
appointed John K. Boies, of Hud- the boatnervoualy,which rocked it, endan- Cork— Na .......................48
49 ,
City Council has adopted an ordinanceprovidA report comes from Panama that Garfield
son, Mich., and William McMlchael,ofPhiladelphia, gering the lives of the passengers. In Oats .............. ................ 38
4)
(4
ing' that all telegraphand telephonelines shall
membeis
of
the
Board
of
Indian
Commissioners.
the cashier of the De Lesseps Canal Company
Poee^-Msss....^.. ................ IT 00 @17 60
be laid under ground for the future. . .HaverCol 8. D. Sturgis and Lieut Col J. a Maeou have spite of remonstrances she continued to
east liberty, pa.
Iv’s new theater, to be erected on Monroe street, has abseonded with $6,000,000in gold belong- been detailed respectivelyaa Governor and Lieuten- grosp the boat, when the gentleman,
CATTLE-Best ...................... 5 25 (4 5 65
Chicago,will, it is claimed,be the finest struct- ing to the company.
'
Fair
.....................
4 50 (4 5 0 5
ant Govenor of the Soldiers’ Home. The President raking his voice above the roar of the
ure of its kind in the country.
Gammon ...............
3 75 (4 4 8 )
Thomas F. O’Brien, of Montreal,for- also nominated Boawell G. Wheeler, of Indiana, to waters, screamed to her: “If yon do
Agent for the Indians at Pima and Maricopa
Hoos
...........................
5 80 @ 6 60
The Health Gommifisioner of Chicago merly a millionaire and bearing a high charac- be
6 60 (4 7 60
Agency, Arlxoua.
that again I will throw your child over- Sheet. ...................
every point Several dwelling-housesfloated
past that city that day, and half a mile of railroad track was washed away. All important
industries were drowned oat At Sionx Citv
both rail and telegraph communication with
tho North and West was cilt off. Four hundred houses were either submerged #r surrounded by water, and commumcatioh witlu
their occupants was had only by rafts. At
Rockford the Wilson ice-house, containing
about 1,000 tons of ice, sunk into the Rock
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nipulated them with drugs, in order to

,

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

them

tho Stale who apply for It and send 32 cents

the advantage of foreign brewers. The follow-

to resemble

United States is made from

Samuel J. Tilden sent $250

AT THE CAPITAL.

with which to pay the postage.
French wines
ing House bills passed: To punish persons
The Tax bdls have occupied quite a portion guilty of assault with intent lo do
Ilegardin? Sunday Adjournments —
whose brand they bear. Reports also
of tho time of both hou'os during the week, great bodily harm; to amend section
More Appropriations — Prohibition
bnt have been postponed and made special 6,026, relative to the verdict of Juries;
show that large quantities of wine ore
Still Urged — l.egl»latlonfor (rand
orders for some time in the future. This subamend section723, relative to constables’
made from glucose and beets, and that ISnpidN—sularlcN of Supreme Judges ject has fared the same way at each session for to
security; to make appropriationsfor repairs,
— Rtilogiefi on the Dead Senator— some years, and now it is hardly possible that
renewals and additions needed at the Michigan
a great deal of brandy exported to the

cause

The New Senator-MoreOfficcrs-

grain aud

Odds and Eudw.

|

to the potatoes.

*

Lanhing, Ayril 23, 1881.

Dakota sufferers.

anything short of the tax commission will over
unravelthe mystery connected with tho system
in connection with the land in the northern
comities of our
Oiwkrvkr.

State.

Both houses began their week's work with
Afteb two years of conventions,comshort sessions' on Monday evening, and have
MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
A boy fell over the precipice at Ro- missions, arbitrations, negotiations, un- worked faithfully since uutil to-day, when the
chester into the Genesee river, a clear derbidding and haggling,which almost Senate worked kss than an hour and adjourned
Tuesday, April 19.— Senate.— Several bills
drop of 120 feet, and was taken out of seems ridiculous,the powers have pinned until Monday evening,while the House ground relating to the subject of Uxation wore made
the Porte down to an actual proposition along through the forenoon session on a bare
tho special order for next Thursday. The
the water unhurt.
quorum, aud then, immediatelyafter reassemof what it is willing to give Greece
credentials of W. W. Andrus, Senator-elect, to
The barbers of Toledo have held a and, after considerable pressure from bling for the afternoon session, adjourned fill vacancy caused by the resignation of John
until half-past
Monday afternoon. T. Rich; lately electcu Congressman, wore premeeting and resolved that they will do the powers, Greece has consented to
sented and referred to the Judiciary Committee.
These Sunday adjournments
two
no more shaving on Sunday. They want take it, and the powers have contracted to three days are gradually grow- Tho thanks of tho Senate were extended to
General Manager Henry B. Ledyard, of tho
one day in the week to cultivatetheir to warrant the delivery. Thus all pros- ing upon the Michigan Legislature from session Michigan Central railroad,for a special train to

Asylum for the Insane ; two bills to make an
appropriationof State swamp lands for the
construction of a State road in Presque Islo
and Alpena counties ; Senate bills to divide
Detroit into parallelwards ; making an appropriation of £87,300 for the State Public School
at Coldwater ; detachingcertain territoryfrom
Quincy,In Houghtoncounty, and attaching it
to Franklin.

Saturday, April 23.— Ren

ate.

-.The Senate
amend

tills morning passed Mr. Fyfe’s bill to

;

2

of

pect of war between Greece aud Turkey,

conversational powers.

to

session until they are more plenty this ses-

which might have dragged the other sion than ever before. TLe fact that a man acThe New York Herald makes out that powers into it, is off, aud for a time the cepts a nomination aud election as a Legislator
is no sure proof that he will give up Ins busicity to be a genuine charnel house. It Eastern question will remain quiet — at u»!ws at home and put in six or seven days per
week for his countiy’s good and his own proiit
says the number of deaths during Janu- least uutil some of the other administra—or loss, so it is coming to bo an open question
ary, February and March was 9,105, be- tive reforms to be made, both iu the if more work would not be accomplishedwere

attend the funeral of tho late Senator Durkee.
The followingbills wore passed : Amending
tho laws relative to summary proceedingsto recover possessionof laud j amending the laws
relativeto drainingswamps. The evening session of tho Senate was devoted to eulogies of
thr late Senator Lewis Durkoo. Tho Governor
sent to the Senate certain executive appointments, which were not acted upon.

the villagecharter of St. Joseph,and adjourned
until next

Monday evening.

House.— Tho Committee on Agriculture made
a favorable report on the bill to enconrago the
culture of

sorghum and sugar-cane. The

fol-

lowing House bills passed : Legalizingthe action of the CongregationalSociety, of fern on »
regulating tho practice in actions against parinerx of joint contractors; amending act 96 of
1873 relativeto Justices of the Pesow ; amending act 240 of 1879 relativeto commencementof
actions relating to real estate and for labor and
services;amending section 6,748 relative to
tho action of replevin.

generally undt-Mood that they would do as
Hootb.— Tho Committee ou tho Liquor Trafthey do in tbe New York Legislature : work
Monday, April 25. -Senate.—The Senate
of the same mouths of last year.
key, and which are provided for in the four cays iu each week, aud no more. That’s fic re|>ortod without amendment the Senate held an evening session, at which the Governor
about ail ti.ty do, or will, work in the Michigan
Liquor-Tax bill, making tho tax £390. The communicatedhis approval of the following
treaty of Berlin, come up for considera- Legislature.
James Burns, of Erie, Pa., has for
bill was laid on tho Ublo. A communication
a huge portionof the
acts : Amending section 7,436 relative to the
tion.
this settlement Greece gets
was received from tho Secretaryof State set- salariesof Judges of Probate ; fixing the per
APPROPRIATIONS
eighteen years been a paralyticcripple,
the whole of Thessaly as far north as that are reallyexpected to be made this session ting forth that tho cost of the session laws of diem of members from the Upper Peninsula
his right arm remaining behind his head.
the portion of have now passed one house or tbo other, and 1879 is about £1.20, but tho same are sold at for Hie present session at £5 per day ; to esmany of them both houses. Tins week has tl. 75 in quantityor £2 singly. The price, he tablish an upper house for the Detroit Common
Last night he appeared on the streets
Epirus east of the river Arta, which is helped to clear up some of ilio stragglingbills says, does not exceed tho cost of the session Council, and a Joint resolutionappropriating
free from deformity,and declaredthat
just about two-thirds of what Greece of this sort, tiit- Houso having passed the .Sen- laws of previous years, nor the trade price of £1,000 to aid in a horticultural and pomologlcal
ate bill appropriating£83,300 for the State similar books. There appears to bo no dissat- exhibition at Boston in 1881 ; acta amending the
he was cured by the prayers of Father
claimed under the treaty of Berlin.
isfaction at the price of £2. The following were charter of thocity of Coldwater ; appropriating
1‘nblii:School at Coldwater lor two years, and
the House bill appropriating£61, 400 lor re- passed:To establish an upper house in Detroit
swamp lands to Presque Isle harbor and Presque
There has been much ado about the pairs, renewals and additions needed at the in reference to tho holdingof inquests ; for an Isle State road ; making an appropriationfor
Preston Holloway is 7 feet 9 inches
appropriation
of
swamp
lands
lor
deepening
Michigan (hahmiazoo) Asylum for tho Insane,
tho Michigan Reform School for Girls ; and demedical service rendered the distin- £43,UbU of tho amount to be used in putting id tuo channel of Grand river, near tho city of taching certain territory from tho township of
tall
weighs 550 pounds. Andrew
Jackson; for the taxation of telephone lines; Quincy,Houghton county, and attaching the
guished patient,the late Earl of Beacons- j new and unproved heatingapparatus.
Walker is half an inch talier and weighs
to enlargethe ;>owers of Boards of Health in same to the township of Franklin.
It is understood,aUo, that the Governor in
fleld. His
physician, Dr. Kidd, anxious that the till appropriating£400, 00 u townships. Tbo concurrentresolution for
500 pounds. These two giants got into
House.— No quorum was presentat the seswas reputed a homoeopath,but it was for the new Insane Asylum should pass, us no adjournmentMay 12 was made the special
sion
of tho House, arid no business was done.
a tight at Charlotte, N.
Walker was
order
for
April
26.
recommendedin his message.
the Queen’s special desire that the field
STILL
WANT
PROHIBITION.
knocked down twice, and, on regaining
Wednesday,April 20.— Senate.— Tho Benate
practitioners should
enlarged, From 1,000 to 2,uuu petitioners are each day has made the considerationof the School bill
his. feet the second time, he ran away
sending up to the Legislature their pray, r that
wherefore the well-known Dr. Jeuuer the proposed prohibitoryamendment may ho the special order for to-morrownight, and
and sought the protection of the police.
Apes may bo taught to dance.
was asked to attend the
con- submitted to the people in 1882, and the sub- passed the Senate bill for a specialappropriaject is lur from having been dropped. Indeed, tion of £2,000 for eetaiilithing a miliiary comnewer abandon each other
sulted some of the brethren, who were
A party of New York newspaper
there are many who now think that those who pany at Calumet, and put in most of tho fore- when in peril.
went into a drug store on Lower Broad- of the opinion that he could not properly voted ‘•no” before will now vote lor the aub- noon UiAcussiiig the bteel-ciad Liquoi -Police
Parental love is a marked charaotermission iu ’82.
bill. Section3, which requires the removal of
way, and took a glass of spirits and meet u gentleman of another and, as was
bar- room screens, and otherwisebringiug
the liq- istic of the whale family.
FOB GRAND RAPIDS.
Two bills of special interest to Grand Rapids uor business into full public view was stricken
soda,, and one of them thought there alleged, an unscientific school.
rhinoceros ean only see what is
hav« passed both houses during the week, one out. The bill giving the Insurance Commisthe
Queen’s
immediate
representative,
was a queer taste about it. The clerk
co-op- nearly in a direct line before him.
to revise aud amend the charter and the other sioner State supervision
erative insurance companies passed
The canons of South Utah abound in
immediately discovered that
had at Lord Beaconsfield’srequest, called relativeto the Hupenor Court of the city.
also the bill to provide for the appointment ol
JUDICIALSALARIES.
Aztec picture-writing
of a curious and
a
crier
for
the
bupremo
Court,
and
to
tlx
the
given them all enough laudanum to kill upon Dr. Quain, who entered into corA bill to increase the salaries of the Supreme
remarkable
character.
salary of the Cmef Jiislioe aud his associates
seven elephants. They were all given respondence with Dr. Kidd touching the Court Judges from £4,000 to £6,000 was acted at £6,000 annually. Also the followingHouse
on by the Senate, on Wednesday, and. after beThe game of backgammon is the oldmatter.
The
latter
said
that,
while
he
powerful emetics and stomach-pumps,
ing cut down to £5,000, was passed— 19 to 8. bills : To authon&i the incorporationof an as- est
know of, and was
1,000
sociation of members of the bar; to provide
and had to be walked around by force would not ignore so-called homoeopathic On Friday it was recalled from the House on for the dischargeef chattel mortgages and the years before Christ’s time.
motion of Senator Edsell, was reconsidered,
for the rest of the day to keep them from remedies which experience haS shown aud, after a two-hours’ tight, during which punishment for refusal or neglect to discharge
A tree bearing thirty bushels of apples
him were useful, he could not properly much plum talk was heard on both sides, was the same, and numerous swamp laud bills.
is really sustaining half a ton of water,
going to sleep.
dtieated by a vote of 11 for to 18 against, so
House.— In the House the special order was for water constitutesabout 85 per cent,
be called a homoeopath, and assured Dr.
the probabilities are that no change will bo
tho Senate bill appropriating£109,550for tiie of apples.
As
railroad king Col. Thomas A* Quaiu that his every directionand pre- made this session.
Reform School for Girls. Tho bill pained by a
EULOGISTIC.
herring will travel for weeks at

ing an increase of 2,303 over the deaths

it

European and

Asiatic provinces of Tur-
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Mount Olympus aud

Malony.
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over
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;
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common

a

Scott has surrendered his scepter

and

abandoned his throne. Long ago he
tired

v

re-

from active connection with the

Pennsylvania Central, and now, because
of failing health, he has taken

$3,000,000

for his interest in the Texas and Pacific,
has retired

from

succeeded

by

its Presidency,and is

Jay Gould,

who may

be

fairly entitled to the soubriquetof king

The

Kidd
way that reached, as was

scription should be followed. Dr.

The Senate met on Tuesday evening, as per
special order, to pay its las’t respectsto the
explainsin a
memory of the late Senator Lewis Durkee, with
designed,the unduly interestedpublic :
a good-sizedaudience in attendance. Senator
“ Dr. Quain, upon receiving my assur- Tookor, of the committee to draft resolutions,
presented brief but appropriate resolutions
ance that I was acting on the ordinary
aud moved their adoption. Addresses of eulogy
principle of medicine, and not homceo- upon tho dead Senator were then made by Senator! Patterson, McGurk. Caulis. Edsell,
pathically^ visited the patient, thus afStrong, Brown, Farr, Gibson, Wmsor, Kilpatfirming the spirit of that boast of the rick, Chandler and Billings.The resolutions
wire then unanimouslyadopted by a rising
medical profession which in the hour of
vote In such a number of speechesthere was
sickness recognizes only humanity in neceisanly somewhatof the spread-eagle,yet
all wwo good and some were excellent
need of succor. Iu this way Dr. Quain
ONE VACANCY FILLED.

5. The often-defeatedmeasure
to detach certain territoryfrom Saginaw
county and attach tho same to Bay county was
passed, after a stubborn resistance, by a vole
of 53 to 27. Also House bills to amend relative
to admission of attornevs and solicitors to
vote of 74 to

practicein the courts of this State ; to establish a Board of Police and Fire Commisdoners
in the city of Grand Rapids ; to amend the village charter of Kalamazoo ; to amend act 185
of tho session laws of 1879 relative to unknown
heirs in proceedingsin chancery.

the rate of sixteen miles an hour, without restiug. The salmon outstrips the

swallow in speed, and #the shark outtravels the eagle.

Kolbbn

says that

when

the lion

comes

prey he always knocks it down
dead, and seldom bites it till the mortal
blow has been given. This blow is generally accompaniedwith a tremendous
up

to his

roar.

/

Thursday,April 21.— Senate— The usual
The number of spoken languages in
number of petitions for prohibitionin 1882
India is said to be 243, and including
were received by the Senate. The following
Colored men are represented as and I did not work together without As indicated in our last, Senator-elect Andrus House hills were passed : Amending tlio char dialects549. Translations of the Bible,
or part of it, exist in about seventy or
having handsome farms and valuable being agreed ; nor did either of us sacri- came hero late list week with certificatesfrom ter of Grand Rapids; incorporating North
eighty of these languages and dialects,
the Clerks of both counties in his di-dnct showherds of cattle in Texas. Senator Bur- fice his convictions to effect the co-oper- ing that ho had 863 majority. These certifi- Muskegon ; revisingcertain portions of the but those who have a Christian literature
charter of Grand Rapids, in reference to work
ton, of Fort Bend county, is colored, ation. On the contrary, Dr. Quain’s cates were presented, ana referredto the Ju- on the highways ; also, the Senate bill in refer- arc much fewer.
diciary Committee. On Wednesday Messrs.
Sohe species of fish, such as the hag,
and is estimated to be worth $50,000. great skill was thus made useful to our Upson, Pattersonand Caplis, a majorityof the ence to the competency of witnesses. The day
was devotedlargelyto the discussion of tax bilk have the power of exuding from their
committee,
reported
in
favor
of
his
admission,
He is also an educated man. While a illustrious patient, and my intimate
but the others of the committee,Messrs Dick- The Senate held an exeentivesession at noon bodies a certain excrement, which, mixslave in Virginia he was taught reading knowledge of his constitutionand his ermau and Farr, refused to concur m the re- and confirmed the nomination of William B.
ing with the water about them, renders
Williams, of Allegan, for Conimissionerof Bailand writing by his mistress. She was disease was as helpful to Dr. Quain.’ port. The report of the majoritywas accepted ways ; also, WilliamM. McConnell aud Augus- them invisible to their foes. Other speand adopted withouteven a call of the roll, and
made very poor by the war, and no then And Dr. Quain is equally complimentary Mr. Andrus was sworn in— two weeks in ad- tus C. Baldwin, of Pontiac. Trustees of the cies have the power of emitting sudden
Pontiac Asylum ; Charles Kipp, of 8L Johns,
showed his appreciationof her instruc- of Kidd. The regular school of medi- vance of the districtcanvass. Tho person who Inspector of tho Slate Prison; John J. Graf- Hashes of light, which are supposed to
shall bo elected in the Fifteenth district next
frighten their enemies, aud, perhaps, to
tion in former Jays by supporting her in cine has been greatly excited, and Quain Monday is expected to bo sworn in on Wednes- ton, Warden of the Ionia Honse of Correction
dazzle their appointed prey. Still othBela
W.
Jenkins,
member
of
the
Board
of
Edday following, on the same conditions.
her adversity until her- death.
ers have long snouts, like the barrel of
has been called before the College of
ucation. vice Wetter J. Baxter,
MORE OFFICERS.
a gun, through which they shoot fatal
Physiciansfor an explanation,which he
House.— The bill amending section 7,523,
Gov. Jerome has at last nominated a Raildrops of liquid, seldom missing their
Accobdinq to the report of the Supergave in manly fashion. Dr. JCidd an- road Commissioner, or rather renominated the relativeto offensesagainst the lives aud pergome.
intendent of Indian Affairs in Canada,
nounced that he was an eclectic,or what present one. On Thursday tho Senate, in ex- sons of individuals,was adversely reported
When a yonng child or infant of the
ecutive
session,
confirmed
:
Wm.
B,
Williams,
there are 105,090 Indians in British
upon and tabled. The Senate bill to prevent
in America would be so called, and is of Allegan, Railroad Commissionerfor two
lower
order in Chili dies, the baby, after
betting and selhng of pools was taken from
North America. Of this number, 33,787
severe ui>on that form of “professional years ; Wm. M. McConnell aud Augustus C. the talle, put on its final passage and lost, being cleansed, is arrayed in the finest
Baldwin, of Pontiac, Trusteesof Eastern
are in the Province of Manitoba and the
etiquette”which would let a patient die Asylum for the lusane for six years ; Charles reconsidered, and tabled. The followingwere garments, and placed upon an altar in
passed on third reading : House bills nmeud- the best room in tho boose * a pair of
Northwest Territory, ami 35,052 in BritKipp, of SL Johns, Inspector of State Prison
rather than cure him by any but coning the act reorganizingthe public library ol
wings are fastened to it, ana a crown
for six years; Bela W. Jeuks, of St. Clair,
ish Columbia. Of the 105,690 Indians,
Bay City; amending tho laws relative to the ejectvefitiouulmethods.
member State Board of Education in place of
upon
it* head ; above is hung a dove,
ment of tenants from dwelling-houses sections
36,262 are resident on reserves, cultivaBaxter, resigned ; John J. Grafton,of Ionia,
6,706, etc., of the compiled laws amending the and the entire surroundingsadorned
Warden of State House of Comction for two
ting 73,789 acres of land. The civilized
Rodent <<Bnmmer8.,,
charter of Detroit ; the Senate bill in reference with flowers and ribbons. A guitaristis
years. The first appointmentis said to be a
or agricultural Indians own 7,032 houses
Patrick Lynch is an Erie flagman at disappointmentto at least sixteen men, every to the sal&rkb of Judges of Probate, and provided, who, from his seat in front,
amending tbo act of 1873 so as to give the
and huts, and raised last year 62,250 a street crossing in a city on the line of on* of whom thought he was speciallyfittedbv Judge of Probate in Wayne comity a salary of chants and sings airs, generally of a
birth,
education
and
experience
to
Just
fill the
laudatoryand bunenting nature, for the
£3,5»0. The Senate bill in referencelo the govbushels of chrn, 65,689 bushels of wheat, the road, and he is the authority for a bill.
queer story about some rats that he saw
ernment of the Ionia House of Correctionwas loss of the child ; but, as the poncha or
•DDS AND ENDS.
85,346 bushels of oats, 26,882 bushels of
recommitted to the committeeof the whole. drink begins to make itself felt upon the
near his flaghouse a short time ago. A
Die House, on Friday, adopted a resolution
peas, 17,796 bushels of barley, and 152,- tramp had left the remnants of his of congratulationto Speaker Moffett on ac- Resolutions, by Mr. Mercer, for the ap- friends who have gathered around, it
pointment of a special committee of
dinner on the side of the bank and some count of a brand-new daughter ut his bouse. three to inquire into the conditionof the then becomes a scene of mirth and glad077 bushels of potatoes.
Strange
to
say,
the
resolution
was
offered
by
a
whisky had been spilled on the food.
land granted by the United States to ness that the child is now an “ angelito”
bachelor,RepresentativeO. H. Hopkins, of
There
are
lots
of
rats
around
there
that
build a military road from Fort Howard to Fort (or little angel). This generallyconThere has been prepared at the CenWayne, and the query is what he knows about
Wilkins in the Upper Peninsula, laid on the tinues for several days, until the body
come
from
the
slaughter-houses
and
girls of that age.
sus Office in Washington a bulletin
tablo
by Mr. Capley, of thanks to Secretaryof gives forth anything but pleasant odors.
travel about the whole neighborhood in
The Houso some days ago adopted a resolushowing the extent of the iron and steel
State Jenney and State Printer George for the
flocks in broad daylight Six of these tion to meet at half-past9 instead of 10 each
Within a very near approach to truth,
industriesof the country. The whole rats, on an excursionof this character, morning until further notice, but the Senate preparationand publicationof the Journal, the human family inhabiting the earth*
promptly laid a similarresolution on the adopted ; by Mr. Earle, for evening sessions
number of establishments in 1880 was came across the remains of the tramp's, very
Tuesdays,Wednesdays and Thursdays for has been estimatedat 1,000,000,000 ; the
table this morning.
the remainder of' the session, adopt- annual loss by death it 18,000,000. Now,
1,005. In 1870 it was 808. The per- and immediately proceeded to hold a
The first appearanceof green grass upon tbo ed. The Howell Compilation bin was
banquet. They ate to their surfeit of Capitol square makes the fanmr members of
the weight of the animal matter of this
centage of increase in the ten years was
made the special order for third reading on the
everything. Pretty soon they began to the two honses uneasy,as they are anxious to
immense body oast into the grave is no
28th. In the afternoon the Senate Liquor Tax
24.38. The whofe amount of capital in- get drunk. They danced around and get homo and sec the boys do the plowing.
less than 634,000 tons, and its decompobill was made the special order for April 27.
The vote on the final passage of Senate bill The House, in committee of the whole, agreed sition produces 9,000,000,000.000cubic
vested in the iron atd steel industries of rolled each other over, hugged one anfile No. 20, otherwise known as the Howell
the United States in 1880 was $230,971,- other in maudlin delirium, and acted for Compilation bill, has again been postponed, to Senator Greusel'ibill for redistrictingthe feet of matter. The vegetableproduccity of Detroit, and for amending the Police tions of the earth clear away from the
all the world as a lot of drnnken men
this time to April 28. Both sides are still con- law of Detroit.
881 In 1870 it was $121,772,074 ; in- might
do under the same circumstances. fident that it will and that it will not pass.
earth the gases thus generated,and decrease, $109,199,810,or 89.68 per cent. Finally one after auother keeled over
Seim tor Edseli’s bill “to preventbetting and
Friday, April 22.— Senatu— The Committee composing and assimilating them for
The total production in the census year dead drnnk, and then lay helpless, while tho selling of pools’’ was lost in the House on on Railroads reported with amendments the their own increase. This circle of
Tbursdav, 48 to 27, whereat all “ fast horse
preamble and concurrent resolutionson the changes has been going on evej since
1880 was 7,265,140 tons. In 1870 it was Mr. Lynch, who hsd been watching the men" will rejoi e.
whole proceeding, stepped out and The House has passed an innocentlittle bill subject of transportationoffered by Senator man became an occupier of the earth.
3,655,215 tons ; increase, 3,609,925 tons,
killed them. They make a feeble effort entitled *• A bill to detach certainterritoryfrom Patterson. As amended, the resolutionsre- He feeds on the lower* animals and on
or 98.76 per cent. Twelve States made to get away when Mr. Lynch appeared the county of Saginaw and attach it to the quest the Michigan Senators and Representa- the seeds of plants, which, m due time,
tives in Congress to favor legislationregulating
over 100,000 tons each in 1880.
with a club, but were to drunk to run.— county of Bay," but one which was persistentbecome a part of himself. The lower
the question of railways,transportationand
ly fought for and against Die situationis
Elmira Free Press.
animals
feed upon the herbs and grassstorage.
The
resolutions
were
adopted.
The
that there is quite a large colony of Germans
Recent reports received at the State
es, which, in their turn, become the aniliving within a mile or two of Bay City, yet in Senate bill increasing salaries of Judges of the
Pensacola,with a population of 7,- Saginaw county, and when they wished to do Supreme Court to £5.000 wag reconsidered and mal ; then, by its death, again pass into
Department in Washington from our
301, and a continual'influx of strangers, any business at the county seat they must go lost The Committee on State Capitol reported
the atmosphere, and are ready onoe
agents in Europe make startling dis- enjoys an extensile trade. It is now one fifteen or twenty miles to Sagmaw, so they that an examinationof the roof of the Capitol
more to be assimilated by plants. The
had
been
made,
and
it
appeared
that
the
leakasked
to
be
attached
to
Bay
county,
and
their
closures relativeto the adulteration of of the foremost ports of the country for
earth or bone substance alone remainage
was
from
the
glass
skylights,
the
glass
bereoueet was granted.
French wines. Itfcp pears that the wine export business. The chief export is
A bill to tax telegraph and telephone linos ing cracked and broken. The committee rev ing where it is deposited, and not even
timlier, of which alone upward of 1,000,there unless prosecutedas a common
has passed the House, and seems to be no more ommend the constructionof skylights upon a
crop in France has been greatly re000 feet per day are loaded upon vessels than a just LIU, so the Senate will doubtless new and improved plan, the present system beswindler.
duced in volume of- late years, and that of all descriptions and nationalities,but decide.
ing a failure.Several hills of a purely local
nature
were
passed.
The Committee ou Printinghave reported a
the vineyard-men and wine-merchants, the bulk goes to Europe, of which En“Yes,” said the school girl who had
bill and ordered it printed, that provides for
Housa.— Many petitions were received for risen from the lowest to the highest
in order to fill their export orders, have gland receives the largest share. This the publicationof 30,000 copies of Robertimmense supply comes from Pensacola son’s “ Michigan in the War," to be given one prohibition in 1882, aleo a renonetianoe of the position in her claai, “I shell have a
brought in millions of gallons from
mills or from Millville,the grestest lum- copy to every soldier or child of a soldier in the brewers of Bay City agafatwtthe tax which die- horseshoe for my synfbol, as it denotes
Spain, Italy and Turkey, and have ma- ber sits in the South.
Btate, and to be sent to those who lire outside crixainates against the brewers of this State to having come from the foot!”
of railway kings.

.

;

;

;

A nice

HOLLAND CITY HEWS.
Saturday, April

at

call

Fob

highly encouraging proof of our

one

is

an

relief. .

the preliminaryreport* on the iron and

gw

United States, made

infallible

10-4w.

JAMES RYDER,

two hundred new

NEW REVISION, a-&^tt8sd.

establishments have sprung up in various

Prop’r.

I^Mrtijwnwttts.

by Mr. James M. Swank, the special census agent. Since 1870

GroceryHouse

Dyspepsia Dr. Schou ten’s Com-

pound Syrup of Rhubarb

direc-

tion during the past ten years is given in

steel industriesof the

and examine. We have also the best

Trimmings in town.

INDUSTRY.
national industrialprogress in

WARD

FIRST

assortment of Fringes, Buttons and Dress

QBOWTH OF ?2E IRON AND STEEL

A

goods just received

Something now in that

line: Worsted goods with a border. Ladies

1881.

30,

lot of dress

UERTSCH’S.

NEW TESTAMENT.

of the country, making the totll
number now in operation upward of one
parts

Having purchasedthe Interestformerlyowned
by Mr. M. Seory, and having leased my Hotel, I
will devote my entire attentionto the GroceryBusiness,and therefore respectfullycall the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new business.
The store Is on the

F. H. -OTTUMS,

Eighth and Fish

(This Machines binds with either Wire or Twine.)

As made by the most eminentscholarsof England
and America Half the price of Corresponding
Kni'lfrhEdition. Large type, linen snper-calendered
paper, elegant binding. A separatel* Comthousand. But this incre:ise of twenty-five
Cor.
St.
prehensive History of the Bible and its Translaper cent in number falls considerably tions,” Inclndinu a full account of the New KevisI will endeavorto keep on hand a complete supion. given to subscribers.
short of representingthe actual enlargeBest chance for agents everoffered.Send stamp ply, and fill all orders promptlyto the best of my
ment of the productive capacity, for the for particularsat once.

19-6W

reason that the size and working facilities

of the establishmentsare

now

than they

were ten

much

greater

years ago.

The

made

still

rapid growth of the industry is

The Henry Bill PublishingCo., Nonrich, Conn.

Give us a trial before

HARDWARE!

more striking by a further comparison of
the returns of 1880 with those of 1870. Wo

you judge us.

arc now ready for the Spring Trade and have
on hand a large supply of

JAS.

Within that period the investedcapital

Spring Harrows,

has increased trom one hundred and twenty

dollars, or ninety per cent; the

number

one hundred and

forty-one thou-

PIETER NOORMAN,
Complainant,
Vi.

ANNA

The Black Bone Dust Phosphate

NOORMAN.

T.

Defendant.

million to fifty-fivemillion dollars, or
thirty-sevenpercent; the value of materials
thirty-five

million to one hundred and ninety-one
million dollars, or forty-one per cent; the

weight of products from three million six

hundred and

thousand tons

fifty-five

seven million two

hundred and

to

Although thirty States are represented

-

as makers of

iron and steel, the great bulk of the business is concentrated in the States lying

Wm.

north of Delaware and east of Ohio, in-

named State. Pennsylsteel

producing States,

made in 1880 about one-half—or, to be
precise,a little more than forty nine per

cent— of the entire product of the United
States. Ohio comes next and

1

past ten

of the

10~"w

York has been only

thirty

New

three per cent.

In Massachusetts and some of the Western
States there has beeo a rapid extension of

the industry, but the most astonishing
growth has been

(u several of the

States. The production has

Southern
increased

three hundred and eight per cent in Delaware, forty-seven in Virginia, one hundred

and four in Weak Virginia,forty-three

in

Kentucky, one hundred and twenty-five in
Tennessee,two hundred and sixty-fivein
Georgia and seven hundred and ninety in
'

Alabama. A

short time

out the great stridesthat

ago we pointed
have been made

by Southern mills in the manufacture of

870. This marked progress
Southern enterprise in two important

cotton since
•of

:

gratulation North as well as South.

Our lineof Shelf Hardware
complete.

is

least fuel. Is the most easily
Will not only save money hnt valuable time In the handled, is the quickest set for work, needs no
future by attendingthe Grand Kapids Business digging or leveling,can be fired up the quickest,
College, where they will receive a thorough, quick- has the most perfect draft,has the best spark areninq, practical education.Send for College rester,Is the strongest and best Engine made; is
the handsomest,Is the safest.
29-Iy

FARMERS

Also a good supply of

BARBED FENCE WIRE, Dll.il. 6.
which
Glass, Paints, Oils,
ETC., ETC., ETC.

Come in ami

C

OFFICE WITH

T. J.

A.G.OLIN.M. D..
J)1 South Clark St., Chicago.

Ottawa Co.

WAN

arewns, 0f which IBuckeyePile OiotmenLWanr :!r to
Addrcu with ittmp, Dr. J . N. Ttlltr,M. I.ouU.Me.

cur* Pile*.

10,000 atsnxu

II

I L

:

1

,

Eclccine Oil, KUarameeing every bottle.

Sira, HitL

Guild

If yon wish a

51-3mo.

For

between

fSctle

CHEAP

FIRST-CLASS

ORGAN

uiter a pliyi c au

LOW FIGURES

then give a call at

thoroughly in twenty-four hours, and

At VERY

the large and well supplied

CASH

for

^ — AT THE —

it never

FURNITURE STORE OF
Meyer t Brouwer <C Co.
51

—

huled to

Guayvillk,Hi

4m

I

must -my

1 Dcver

i^d

amediem

i>enci7!TtitH^!TBemtnTayr7oTrTllect^T!ie"EnecH!r7L
in threntcne^rmipnDmycliTlarentlils^hTicr!

relieve almost

immediately.
R.

HALL.

*

trips on the route.

Scbouten’i

Rhubarb is an

Boot and Shoe Store
The
—
—

Qotm.

jfymal

Compound

10-4 w.

line of

straw hats has jnst

rived at the store of G.

& SONS, ranging
sod

S.

Weekly

ST..

-

A Complete line of
and

12-tf

•subscribed for at the Novelty store of

10-tf.

E. 8.

place.

of*

-

ioepect.
—

l*-tf

endless variety as to styles
end prices, from a 5 cent child’* stocking
to * ladies’ fine EmbroideredBnlbriggan,
• V. BKRTSCU.

•fit

and

trial

Geo. Mutchler, an old
for

PETHERAM.

paper.

“I

J]

April 12, 1881. 10-3ra

Dan’l Hoffman, farmer, a

AVAN

south of Marion, says

it

cured him of a

Rheumatism and has
Thomas’

Eclectric Oil has cured him entirely.
L. P. Follett has used it for Burns, and says

Sold by all Druggista.

PRICE

it’s

FALL AND

the Boss

Remedy.

50 cents and

II.

00.

ForbrightnAcanddnrabUlty

WINTER. 1880.

P

"

,JI

fill at!

orders for

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Caskets & Coffins,
They keep constantly in atock the lineal

BUCK

CASKETS

accounts must be settled within SO days, at the
WALNUT &CL0TH
meat market, with Mr.'Wm. Butkau,who reUtna
the business. All Indebtedness to the above firm of different alxea and quality suitable for
remainingafter SO days will be placed in the hands classes. They have also a fins assortmentof

Flowers, Laces, Beaded

WM. BUTKAU.

Gents'

ZOEREN.

and

Silk,

FRINGES AND GALOONS, CIRCULARS,
Dolmans. Cloaks, Plain & Brocade Velvet, Silks,
Satins In all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,

all

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery,
A 1ST
XX A I XI

an attorney for collection.

SILK

and Ladies’ Robes

D

GOODS.

- AND OTHER FUNERAL NECESSITIES.

io-4w

$350>-S"i££?=

little

tried scores of Remedies, but all to no purpose, one bottle of Dr.

1880.

ZOEBEN, by mutual consent. All outstanding

1881.

everythinghe has ever tried

9

Are now preparedto

hereby given, that the undersigned
have dissolved the co-partnership hertofore
existing under the finfi name of UUTKAU

Jl A* VAN
Dated. Holland. April 1st.

citizen, says it beats

THE FIRM

VTOTICE is

„

pain in side, relieved in a

sore throat of eight years standing.
Al. Runyan says be has been a great sufferer from

Dissolution Notice.

of

and

Goto D. R. MEENGS for Mrs Proeman’a New National Dyes.
highest references given as to respecta- color they are unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lb*., price 15 cent*.
bility and standing when required, including Editor of this
1-ly
2-y The

satisfy

iv

for severe cold

Rheumatism.

11!

8.

it

few* minutes.

yourself.

Holland. Mich.,

Jarre stock of bleached and unbleached cottons, and afl kinds of dress
goods and trimmings has just arrived at
the store of G. VAN PUri’EN & SONS.
Ladles are especiallyinvited to call ;and
1

Give us a

patterns.

is
A

1

Specialty.

10-4w.

TBBCbeapestplace in town for Fancy
Toilet nr tic lea— “the finest in the land”—
Dr, Schou ten’s Drug Store. HHw.

Hosiery in

a

Repairing done io the finest manner and
Clothes Brushes, satisfactionguaranteed.

Ladies who are getting ready to make
op .their Spring suits, will do well to remember that D. BERT8CH la agent for
the “Domestic” Perfect fitting Paper
Patterna. A catalogue of fashions given
io every purchaser

Boots, Shoes

DANGREMOND.

Fob Hak4 Tooth and
eee Dr. 6choKten*8

Custom Work

FOR CANCER!

One application of the IMMIX PLASTER will
•draw the Cancer out In a few days, with Ita every
root and fibre, thus effecting a permanent cure,
and preventing a recurrence of the drrad milady
This is no humbug, but a positive and reliable
euro, without aickness. debility, or evil results to
the patient; and all afilicted with the loathsome
diaease of Cancer are sincerely urged to try this
never-falling,permanentremedy. The Plaster,
with full particulars for its application, will he
sent to any address on receipt of Six Dollars addressed (registeredletter to
8. C. SMITH,
Coatlcook, P. Q. Canada.

Slippers.

Periodicals can be bought or

Mrs. Seigfried used

Without the use of the knife.

HOLLAND, MICH.

ar-

from o cents to the

--

Immix Plaster!

PETHERAM, CURE

VAN PUTTEN

costliest.

Dr. Thomas’ Ecleotrio Oil Triumphant.

A Positive and Permanent

RIVER
A full

4

Syrup of

indispcnsible preparation

children.

.nicest

uiiyjrn

STRONG EVIDENCE!!

AKELEY.

*

for

lEI

^Hiav^ount^eitii^iric^iiictnh^riMiMIeceinlirMnsnuinniUiea^HTj^

Grand Haven and Grand Rapids have suc-

Dr.

S

Outfit furnished free, with full Instructions
for conductingthe most profitablebusiness
that anyone can engage in. The business
is so easy to learn, aiid our instructions
are so simple and plain, that any one can make
great profits from the verv start. No one can fall
who is willing io work. Women are as successful
as men. Boys and girls can earn large sums.
Many have made at the business over one hundred
dollars in a single week. Nothing like it ever
known before. All whoengage are surprised at
the ease and rapidity wilh which thev are able to
make money. You can engage in Inis business
during your spare time at great profit. Yon do
not have to invest capital in it. We take all the
risk. Those who need leady money, should write
to us at once. All furnished free. Addrrss,
TRUE & CO.. Augusta,Maine.

1880.

JOHN PENNOYER,

-

weekly

-A.

Mich.

L. G. Mason, and others interested in WashitgtoaSi,

that port and Chicago. The name of the
company is not mentioned, but it is said
to he first-class.The new propeller Burroughs was to leave Chicago for Muskegon on Monday next and will make tri

9-3m.

Outfit sent free to those who wish to engage
901 SOUTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
in the most pleasant and profitable business
A regular graduate of medicine,longer located in
known. Everything new. Capital not reChicago than any other tmeciullat. Over tf) years
quired. We will furnish you everything.A10
successful practice. Syphilis, Gonorrhea, Gleet,
Stricture.Orchitis.Rupture,and all Urinary Dis- a day and upwards is easily made without stay trig
eases. (Kidneys or Bladder,) Syphilitic or Mercu- away from home over night. No risk whatever.
Many new workers wanted at once. Many are
rial Affections of the Throat, 8kln or Bones, cured
Safely.Privately. Spermatorrhea, Sexual Debility, making fortunes at the business.Ladies as well ns
resulting from Self-Abuse,Sexnnl Excesses or men, and young hoys and girls make great pay.
over brain work, producing nervousness, seminal No one who is willing to work fails io make more
emissions,debility, dimness of sight defective money every dav than can be made in a week at
any ordinary employment.Those who engage at
trade to your memory, physicaldecay, confusion of ideas and once
will find a short road to fortune. Address,
Impotency,rendering marriageimproper, are perH. UALLETT & CO.. Portland. Maine.
manently cured. Consnltatlon at office or by mall
advantage.
Fuse. Guide to Health, 2 stamps. Medicines
sent by mall or express. Cures guaranteed. InThanking onr customers for their patronagein curable cases not undertaken. Special attention
to Diseases of Women. Reliable Female Pills. $5
the pitet and hoping for a continuance ol the 8amc,
Will be paid for old Iron at the Holland City
a box. KASSIAOZ GUISE, 275 pages, a hundred
we remain youra,
pen pictures.Who should marry; Who not; Rea- Foundry.
WM. C/ MELIS.
sons why; Physical life of man and woman; How
Wm. H.DEMINO.
to be happy in the married relation. The married
Hollakd,
12-8*.
Holland. Dec. 8,
44-tf
and those contemplatingmarriage, should read
and preserve it for reference. Price, 50 cts, in
Postage Stamps or Currency.

A dispatch to the Chicago Time* from

a line of boats

“Don’t Yon Forget It.”

also have on hand a full line of

First Deputy Sheriff of

BUY THEM.

OLIN,

gives univeisal satisfaction.

We

I-i the most effective and succcsiiullcombination
for saving and cleaninggrain, ever produced;
threshes all the grain, saves all, cleans grain ami
seeds, ready for market. No clogging, no choking,
easy to feed. Fast, durable, economicaland promable. Wc claim and insistupon it that (he new
Model, when properlyhandled, will do cleaner
w ork, save more grain, thresh, save and clean more
seed, ami show a greater net profit for both farmer
and thresher than any other machine made.

Journal.

Muskegon, dated April 23, says, that Mr.

ceeded ip securing

ENGINE.

Consumes the

must be a cause of con-

fields of industry

CAHSTTOISr

YOUHG MEN MONITOR

per cent and that of Ohio one hundred
increase in

Vibrator.

Holland, Michigan.

Pennsylvania has increased ninety-seven

tfie

THRESHER

MELIS,

C.

years. While the production of

and seven per cent

complicated

-

OF

New York

march

is less

NEW MODEL

—

third. But the latter has not kept pace
with the two former in the

and

Hardware Store

and ninety-sixmillion dollars.

column of iron and

This Machine is stronger, runs easier,is easier managed,
than almost any other machine cf its kinds.

used.

—

dred and seven million to two hundred

vania, which for a century has headed the

FERTILIZER
anything

sixty-five

and the value of products from two hun-

cluding the last

j

Suit pending in the Circuit Court for the County
of Ottawa, in chancery, at the city of Grand Haven,
in sain county, on the twenty-ninth day of March,
A. D. 1881.
For Wheat, Corn, Oats, Rye, Barley, or any
In this cause it appearing from affidaviton file,
that the defe idant, Anna T. Noorman, is not a resother crop, Tree, Plant, or Flower.
ident of this State, but resides In the Empire of
Germany, Europe,on motion of Samuel L. Tate,
complainant's solicitor,it is ordered that the said
defendant Anna T. Nootmau,cause her appearever before
ance to be entered herein, within seven mouths
from the dale of this order, and in case of her appearance that she cause her answer to the com'—•'—'All this at the
plainant’s bill of complaintto be filed, and a copy
thereof to be served 01 aid complainant’s solicitor, within twenty days after service on her of a
copy of said bill a.-d notice of this order; and that
in default thereof, said bill be taken as confessed
by the said non-resident defendant.Ami it is further ordered that within twenty days the said complainantcause a notice of this order to be published in the Holland City News, a newspaper
printed, published and circulating in said county,
and that such publicationbe coutimieditherein
at least once in each week for s!x weeks in succession, or that he cause a copy of this order to
he personally served onjsaid non-resident defendant at least twenty days before the time'above
prescribed for her appearance.
DAN J. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
Samuel L. Tate, Complain ml's Solicitor.
A true copy, Attest, Gkubue D.Tuhnkb.
You can find an extra laree assortmentof the
Regitltr.
best and finest farmers' implements,which we
can afford to sell cheaper thin those who devote
all their time to it, and drive around the country
at a great expense.

For Gardening it surpasses

thousand tons, or ninety-nineper cent,

in the census report of 1880

10-tf

Order of Publication.

And everything else of that character.

amount
year from forty

used from one hundred and,

1881.

CTATE OF MICHIGAN:The Circuit Court for
Plows, Cultivators, 0
the County of Ottawa.— In chancery.

sand, or eighty-two per cent; the
of wages paid during the

April 13,

RYDER.

Drills,

Mowers, Reapers,

of

hands employed from seventy seven thousand to

Holland,

Champion Grain

million to two hundred and thirty million

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND* MICH.

L.
i

&

S.

VAN DENHOEEAXUD,
BERGE,
MICH

EIGHTH STREET

%

The

iflttingsi.

same

State liquor tax will

as it

was

for at least

remain the

Paper hangers and painters are so busy
that they don’t know where to go first.

two years.

Scott’s Hotel is receiving ,a new coat

Ruv. A. A. PfftnsHehl Is In town.

man who

Mr. Adair is the lucky

Grand OpeningofSpringGoods

got

of paint, and is being fixed up generally. the big job of painlirtRat Metz’ tannery.

Work on the new rnilrond depot was
commenced on Friday last.
Thr

Mr. D. Miedema will leave Rotterdam

resident*alon# Fish street are rais-

Bdtkau’s meat market is being

on the 7th day of May, and he will bring

and painted.

from 60

provement when finished.

immigrants with him.

to 70

It will

Our Spring Stock has Arrived and

refitted

be an immense Im-

is

ing their sidewalks to conform to the
grade of Fish

On

street.

the 29th inst. the schooner Kate

Beady

for Inspection.

List of letteis remaining in the post-

Lyons will be sold at auction. The sale is office at Holland, Mich., April 28, 1881:
We do not hesitateto say that our stock this spring is one of the largest as well as
one of the handsomest ever brought to this city, and although our prices are always as
have been received of Aid. to satiily a judgment of $4,070, obtained Dr. E. J. Potter,Edward Allen.
low as the lowest, we have aecurediome special BIG BARGAINS, to which we would
J. Kramer, who arrived at Vlisslngen, by Rand & Burger, of Maqitowoc.
Wm. Verdkek, P.

Two

letters

M

-

Netherlands,at last writing, and seemed

The

call especial atltention

-

whose purchase The little schr. Hope, of which H. Van
by two of our sailors we made mention Rlj & John Slooter are owners, arrived on
P. & A. Stkkrtkb’sstore front is re- lust week, arrived from Milwaukee and Wednesday. She is hauled out at Ander
ceiving a fresh coat of paint. They have took a load of staves from Filter’s stave
son’s yard, and will be thoroughly rere arrangedtheir grocery window, and we mill, for Milwaukee.
paired. It is expectedthat in two weeks
pronounce it a great improvementoo the
she will commence her season’s work.
Veeneklaaskn & Sons brick yard has
---started up again with the bright prospects
Today
(Saturday)
Mr. & Mrs. J. HumTor Chr. Intell'gtncerof April 28tl>,
of making another good year, and perhaps mel will leave New York for a trip to
has lots of good news for Hope College.
a little better. That's right, gentlemen, Switzerland and Germany. At his deThe money lor the debt is coming ill
push it for all it is worth. "Make hay parture from here on Saturday last lie re-

to have enjoyed his trip.

__

old.

sebr. Norma, of

to

25c. 8 cases Wash Poulins, all colors, be per yard.
Handsome Piuid Diess Goods, 10c per yard. Beautiful Brocaded

while the sun shines.”

as Dr. Maodeville advises, she will be free

the columns of the

in a few rooatbs.

Capt. I. Thompson, has returned from a

l

Died— -of diphtheria, op Wednesday
evening, Katy Doesburg, eldest child and

trip to Clevelahd,

News

Black Crape Cloth.
Also an immense stock of
newest designs.

all

kinds of new styles Dress Goods, in

to ail his friends

F.

and acquaintances.

where he purchased the

cany
The schooner Elva is now completely
more lumber than the hauled up on the beach by Mr. Wm. Hop
j only daughterof Cornelius H. and Jennie
Four Brothers, which lie sold a lew weeks kins, where she will receive the necessary
Doesburg. )

W.

on.

lied, three

hours before she breathed her

last. Her age was five years, four mouths

and

fifteen days.

ago. Wo would
to

have been enabled repairs and then be relaunched,ready
chronicle that the captain hud bought sea. Mr. Hopkius is still adding to

a Hearn barge.

The new

A SMALL-sizedburglary was committed
on Tuesday night or Wednesday morning

rattier

which

is

on the

all colors

and

fur

All

we

ask is to give our stock a

WURZBURG.
CANAL BRONSON

COR.

schooner Scud, which will be able to

She took sick on Sunday

morning, and was able to get up from her

12c

OUR GREAT SALE OF BUNTING,

STS.
Grand Rapids, Mioh.
Ac

a cargo of 25,000 feet

1

Goods

And mrnv other Great Bargains direct from the large New York auction sales.
We would also call attention to our very superior stock of Black Cashmeres. Black
Cashmeres, with satin stripes.Black Brocaded Cashmeres. Black Mommie cloth

In which we lead all competitors, still goes
quested us to bid a kind farewell through careful examinationand comparison in prices

gloriously,and if the ball is kept rolling,

Dress

per yard.

-

__

5,000 yards strictly all wool Mommie Cloth, in all colors, at 25c per yard; cost 85c
land. 10,000 yards of Brocaded Dress Goods, 18c per yard; sold iu other stores for

a

*m

Open every evening with 4 Electric Lights, making onr More In the evening
light as day. Exclusive Agency of the celebrated perfect fitting Domestic Paper
7
A
y person buying material amounting ta $3 or upward, will receive a patternfree of charge.

Fauhlona.

UT

1.

bis

reputation as an expert in getting stranded
vesselsoff. He says, in about

two weeks

steamer City of Milwaukee,

to be
lakes,

she will be ready to launch.

STEKETEE'S

one of the fastest steamers
and which

is

to

make

the

Tomorrow (Saturday) Mr. J.

Kuite

round trip between Milwaukee and Grand will have on the block one of the finest
Herold. One
Haven, will be completed on May 15. animals ever butchered,weighing about
of the large panes of glass was found
She is now at Detroit receiving her finish- 95') lbs. clean. Owing to competition he
broken out of the show window and
ing touches. With this vessel a saving of is forced to commence with his paddleseveral pairs of shoes were stolen. The
six hours time over that by rail will be wagon also. He had hoped to be enabled
exact amount of the loss we could not made.
to treat the people better and better by
ascertain, and there is no clue to the
making them come to the shop, for their
The
same
parties
who
requested
us
to
robbers.

early, at the store yf Mr. E.

publish the market-day to occur on the

Among

our

home

institutionswhich cun

be mentioned as steadilygrowing and aug-

meat, where

can be kept

it

Neuralgia Drops,
The only medicines used without turningthe
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the core of

in muclj better

4th day of May. have now asked us for shape and condition. But now that he is
some reason of their own to change it to forced to come out he will make it a point

menting is the harness shop ol Mr. Ed.
the 11th day of May, which is one week to sell as low as the next man, even he
Vaupell. Having added new and laborlatter. We hope the Zeeland folks will was forced to sell at a loss.
saving machinery he can now make anycome e/i mam, so that vre will have an opThe committee to whom the question of
thing in his liue to better advantage, and it
portunityto show them a cosmopolitan
wire fencing was referredby the Town
lias enabled him to please bis customers
spirit. Black Lake is open and fishing
ship Board, makes the following report:
to such a degree that he now employs six
and boating has commenced.
To the Citizens of the Township of IloOand:
or seven hands. This is what we call
Is the only sure cure for the destruction of the
Your
Committee appointed, on the fourth Pin Worm, and It also takes the Stomach and Tape
good news.
A fire occurred at Coopersville early on
Worm. No physic Is necessary.Price, only 28
Saturday morning burning out Cleelucd & day of this month, for the purpose of
cents per bottle. For sale by all Durgglsts.BeThe Phoenix Hotel, under the managemaking
inquiries
as
to
where
fence
wire
ware of counterfeits.
Cole, general merchandise,loss $8,000, inment of its new proprietor— Mr. A. D.
sured for $4,000; R. D. McNaughton, can be bought by the quantity to the best
Nelson— is prosperingfirst rule. The
house has been thoroughly cleaned, kalsomined, repainted, some rooms have new
paper, aud altered in several places so
that

it

will hardly be recognized as the

same house, inside. Mr. Nelson was

general merchandise,loss $2,000, insured
for $1,200;

providingit is used according to direction.

Price ftOc per bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRTJQGHSTS.

advantage, etc.; would respectfullyreport,

Vanderveen & Verplnak, hard- that after considerableinquiry of local
retail dealers, and wholesale merchants,

ware, loss $0,000, insured for $2,500; H. J.

Hildreth, bouselyjideffects, loss $1,500, the lowest price at which at the present
insured lor $700; F. F. Conkling,grocery time, the barbed wire can be bought is, at

insured for $500. quantitiesof one hundred pounds or more,
The other losses aggregate another thou- 9*1 cents per pound, for the painted and
known, well liked, and starts in the hotel
and IO3.4 lor the galvanized,with the
sand or two.
business with a good show of being sucstable thrown in; at which price it can be
cessful.
A meeting was held by some of our
procured at hardware stores in the City of
best business men, called together in a lew
We call the attention of our readers to
Holland. Your committee would give
minutes, on Friday evening last at the
the new advertisementof Mr. Wra. C.
the preferenceto the galvanized wire; and
law office of I. Fairbanks,Esq., for the
Melis. In regard to his farming implewould lecommend four wires to be used,
purpose of taking proper measures to form
ments he certainly claims the attention or
though three wires will make a sufficient
an organization for the material welfare
the close buyer, when you consider that
fence to turn cattle and horses; and that
and prosperity of this city. Temporary
all the expense of keeping horses and
the fepce posts be placed sixteen feet
officerswere elected, and it was decided
driving around is avoided by going to the
apart. One hundred pounds of wire is
to call a public meeting for permanent orabout ninety rods in length.
dealers in stores aud warehouses. But
ganization. Bills were printed and a
what is of a great deal more importance,
All of which is respectfullysubmit ed,
public meeting was held at Lyceum Hall,
is the superphosphate fertilizer.The
Committee.
on Monday evening last. In the absence
sooner our farmers, who occupy light
of the chair— H. D. Post, Esq.,— the meet
lands, adopt this manner of manuring,
ITEMS.
ing was called to order by Ex-Mayor Harthe sooner they will increase their income.
rington, who addressed the per, pic in a
Try it, by all means. See advertisement
There is a great deal of building going
nice affable manner, and nominated Mayor
in another column.
on at present all over the city. In fact
Roost us temporary chairman, which was
carpenters are hardly to be had for love or
We deem it necessary, in self-defense, carried. Mr. Schaddeleo moved that a
money.
to make a short reply to the overlowering committee of three be appointed by the
popular on both our railroads,is widely

NEURALGIA,

store, etc., loss $1,200,

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole
89 Monroe

St.,

Proprietor.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Otto Breyman Read This

!

!

-Dealer inJust Received at the Store of

F.

& A. Steketee

SHAWLS
a

large assortmentof

AND LADIES &

MISSES’

CLOAKS.

Underwear for both Sexes. Flannel and Woolea
Blankets, Ribbon#— aa fine an assortmentaa
auy In the city-cheap. Nubian, Miaaea
and Children’s Knit Roods.

GRAND HAVEN

Jewelry, Watches,

COLUMBIA AND OTHER YARNS.
Drcea

Good# from 10c and upward, and a

full as-

sortmentof Ladies' Kklrta.

SilTiim Plittinre, art fuel

Booij,

Gents’ White Shirta— the best 50c Shirt
ever sold in Holland.
I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
H.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert Feathersof the beat grade always on hand
audacity and falsification displayed in two chair on permanent organization, to report
II. C. Akkley is employing a number of
bottom figures.
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
as
soon
as
possible
on
that
evening,
which
men
at bis new dwellinghouse, corner of watches, so that our work can be warartic.es in De Groiidwet,signed by Messrs.
Full Stock oL-w^—.
C. de Free and J. C. DeRoo. We admit was carried. The committee after some Washington and Fifth streets, which, ranted.
the clerical error that the man who was ar- time came in with their report, recom- when completed,bids fair to be one of the

^-^A

rested that day, changed his plea from not mending
guilty to guilty, and paid his fine, through

we leave this subask, why was any money

bis friends. But before
ject we want to

known

—

1st, that the associationbe

-

by the title of BusinessMen’s As-

sociation; 2nd, that the officers be: President, Secretary and Treasurer]3rd, that

paid back to him a few days afterwards"

an Executive Committee of

For the remainder wo

elected by the contributingmembers of

still maintain that

most beautiful buildings

three be

the version of the affair is true os published the association to act in conjunctionwith

in this vicinity.

--

All the

Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.

A doctor Paine hits rented tho^MIheral
Springs House and is putting a brick foun-

dation under
inside and

it,

besides remodeling Pie

making other improvements.

The doctor intends

I will

also keep on hand a full line of

SPECTACLES
—and a—

to put several kinds of

baths in the premises, so ns to

suit the

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

week. We wrote without prej- the permanent officers. Which report was
tastes of all kinds of visitors that may reI have, and intend to keep on hnnd a
udice, as we do now. We have nothing adopted as read by sections.Upon mosort to the city for a summer recreat'on superior lot of MUSICAL .INSTRUngoinst you. And as to Mr. De Free’s in- tion the meeting proceeded to elect perand to seek to recover the health lost dur MENTS, such as Violins,Guitars, Bangos,
sinuation about the snake, we simply want manent officers of the association,as folAccordeons,etc., etc.
ing the winter in the large cities.
to say that if he had made his criticism lows: E. J. Harrington,President;Heber
Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goods.
the reverse, he would have been much Walsh, Secretary; J. Von Fatten, Trear.
Tine large steam barge that was built : t
O. BREYMAN.
nearer right. If any fault nttaches to us, A motion was then made and carried o Kirby’s yard during last winter was
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly
it is that we live and act, and always have, make the membership fee $1.00. Upon
launched on Wednesday afternoon in the
by us

last

the very reverse of the snake, which
open, above board,

is:

and outspoken.Oui

motion the chair appointedMessrs. Schad- presence of an immense concourse of
delce and Roost a committee to obtain people.' A special train from Grand Rap-

members; forty-one members were ob•: the chips fall where they may.” But, pe • tained on the spot. Mr. Heber Walsh dehaps Mr. de Free may be more familiar clined as secretary,on account of phys*with the snakes than we are. We despise cal disability,and Mr. Schaddelee wrs
snakes! Mr. beRoo’s allusion to our help- elected in his place. An Executive Coming the disturbanceis utterly false. On mittee was then chosen, as follows: H.
the contrary, we did all we could to quiet Walsh, W. H. Beach, J. Kuite. On motion it was decided that officers of the
it, on both sides ; this we can prove also.
Mr. De Roo’s statement that we walked association hold the same officesin the
with the crowd to the jail, is also a mis- Eiecntive Committee. The Executive
motto is: "Hew close

to the line,

and

let

ids brought a large number of persons
anxious

to

see

tl^e sight,

steamer Barret. At
stops were cut

8

as did also the

the flag was unfurled showing her name to
be the "H. C.

Akeley.” Her

THE

GROCERY
~^AND^—

of the thousandsassembled, and the sh.5’

and steamers in

t!

e

better BOc Tea than ever; Roasted Coffee of
many varieties The beat cheere. New Holland
Herring, bv the keg or piece. The Beat Oat Meal
always ou hand and fresh, etc., etc.

&

Salt by the pound or barrel.— Harris
Smith’s Safety Lamps, and many more
goods, too numerous to mention.

Come and inspect our Stock.
Holland, Oct.

Again

TE

ETEE

A A. STEKETEE.

in Business.

Eighth and River

BOS,

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

Streets

,

where he hope# to see all his old customers,and
many new ones as may deem it to their advantage to deal with him.

aa

The stock of goods offered

-

&

P.
1880.

The undersignedhas again opened a store 0

DRY GOODS STORE DRY
C. S

1st,

general raercbundlae, on the corner of

NEW

descent into

the fluid element waa greeted by the cheers

whistles of the tugs

IN

:30 o’clock p. m. ‘he

and a few moments later

GROCERIES

A

sale consists of

for

GOODS, GROCERIES,
Provision! Etc.,

Coutrj frohei, Sittsr

Taken

in

ui

Eggi, Etc., Etc,,

Exchange.

Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
harbor. The launch was in all respects a
take or a falsehood. We did not go over Committee was then instructed to call an- perfect success, and aa the “If. C. Akeley” of Orocerloa.— always of the Freaheet and Pnreat,
but aleo all kinds of Farmera Produce,Provlatona,
Call
See for Yourself.
. twenty feet; but afterwards went there in other meeting as soon as they may deem rests on the calm waters of Grand River Etc., Etc.
^ a buggy. So you see, gentlemen, your necessary,after which the meeting ad- she reflects the greatest credit on Messrs.
9.
Alao a very large and assorted atock of
Holland, April 17,
10prevarication is indicative of your intense journed. This meeting, It is very pleas- John Neil and J. W. Collister, who deprejudice,and thus you virtuallycorrobo- ant to chronicle, marks the begining of a signed her and superintended her construe
rate what we said last week. This is ai very much better feeling, to materially lion. A complete and sccu’-ae descriptor
f i/VillvuJCj lllivij
Which wo intend to keep aa complete aa poaal
we have got to say about the matter, and help us in developing such enterprises is of her fit-out, powc and dimensions, was
published in the News a few weeks ago. hie embracing all the latast and beat made fabrics.
may
be
brought
to
our
attention.
We
were
8 I 3ST
E
,
with this we wfill stop, whether you fiJl
— ...... *
About one-halfhour after the Akeley we'
Or any other BEWINO MACHINE wanted can be
up a whole newspaper with replies, next sgreeably surprised to see names go down launched the Albert t’ >per stjuied on 1> t
Glassware. got at the beet terms and prices in the
week, or not Onr task is do e iu regard on the list which were not generally ex- first trip. This, you will remember Is the Crockery, Stone
to this matter, but shall remr’n sorry to
CHEAP FURNITURE STORE
at l.cbertsoa’s
pected. We hope it will be snccessfnl barge that was launched at
have found such a foreign fedirj of pr
OF
yard just a week ago, and as she s'.amed FARMERS’
IN
and we ask of the professional croaker to
vincialitm among you, and the whole
.
oot was cheered on her way by the srectaEXCHANGE.
Sc
Colony not alone, but nearly the whole wait and see what can be done by an or- tors— a model of naval architecturalbeauty
;C STEKETEE * BOS.
They
also
take
old machines in exchange ^
County, knows this to be the
gahized effort.
and strength.
Holland, Sept. 30th, 1880.

and

DRY GOODS
•

DnnrseniAs
1880.

O

R

&

...

truth.

.

....

PRODUCE TAKEN

Meyer# Brouwer

Go.

helping the pitchfork Apollo toss the
SCRAPS OP SCIENCE.
hay, building obelisksand pyramids of
cabbages, copy celebrated sculpturesin
Mix a little saltpetre or carbonate of
beets, and heap turnips in imitationof soda with water, and it will preserve
classio old ruins.”
flowers for two weeks.
44 1 fear me
not, Miss Mayell. For
Ernest Renan, writing from the rehis back hair wasn’t parted straight,wliile though I would be proud to share with gion of the Nile, claims to have discovI have often been strongly tempted to each and every one of those occupa- ered a little model of a sewing machine,
shock the full-dressedguests, at the very tions, as soon would I expect that supposed to have been made over six
compact mass of greens to suddenly thousand years ago, by an Egyptian,
start, by asking for some more soup.
tremble to its base and then topple named Zynger.
44 Well, last June, at Newport, my
diminutivefriend, Eda Smythe, with a over, separating one huge body into
Pnussio acid remains for a considerhead the exact counterpartof Claude’s 100 or more heads, as dream that Na- able time in tho bodies of animals poisappeared upon the scene, and she and thaniel Leigh would ever care for me.” oned with it, and arrests their decay.
The pyramid trembled to its base, and
my betrdthed fell in love with each other
M. Bramo killed *a rabbit and a cat by
its apex tumbled to the ground. The
at’ftrstsight. Mamma fretted and fumed,
administeringto each a gramme of this
and scolded, and asked me, with tragic girls rose quickly from their throne of acid. A month afterward tho bodies
emphasis, how I could look calmly on sods and with little shrieks fled to a safe were found perfectly preserved, the dose
and see so many thousands of dollars distance, then turned to look again. It being sufficient to permeate the tissues
being lost to the family, for she was sure toppled over, its many heads rolling in aud to become intimately incorporated
that artful minx would persuade poor every direction, and in the place it had with those of the stomach.
dear Claude to elope or something ; but occupied stood the young farmer.
The subsoil of Paris contains abund“I bless your brother for building a
I continued to look calmly oHj until one
ance of sulphur, now in course of formapyramid
to-day,
Miss
Eastman,”
he
evening Claude, with a deep sigh, kissed
tion, as was recently proved in making
Eda’s band as he bode her good-night, said, 44 though he did unload one of the
excavations in the Place de la Repubmarket
wagons
all
ready
for
market
for
when I turned suddenly upon them, and
tho
purpose.
And
I
bless the happy lique. M. Daubree says that this nabade them follow me to my room. There
tive sulphur has nothing to do with the
I forgave— quite as the manner of a chance that kept me from the orchard,
and
sent
me
here
to
fall asleep behind, escape of gas from the mains, but that
stage parent— the infatuated midgets at
its origiu is due to the simultaneous
their base duplicity, gave them my bless- to waken at the sound of your voice.
presence of various kiuds of organic sul)ing, kissed them both ; and as soon as Spell-bound,I remained concealed, half
believing
that
I
wa^
still dreaming, to stauces and of gypsum in the soil.
they, beaming with joy, had departed,
prove the falsity of the old proverb,
Prof. Carnelly, of Sheffield,has
I, also, beaming with joy, and not quite
‘Listeners never hear any good of shown that liquids can be reduced to a
in the manner of a stage rarent, except,
perhaps, a Pinafore one, executed a themselves.’ But can I — dare I hope solid, or frozen state, and still retain
that grains of earnestnessmingled with their heat. In order to convert a solid
pirouette—in honor of my newly acyour jest, and that the pats of butter in into a liquid the pressure must be above
quired freedom. Mamma was awfully
our dairy may some day be stamped a certain point. As long, therefore, us
angry, but they are awfully happy,
with your monogram ? Stand my friend, the necessarypressure is maintained,no
and they’ve named the baby after me.
My chains (they were nev^r very heavy Miss Mayell, and you shall not be for- amount of heat will liquify it. By obgotten when wo make the beet statues serving this law, Prof. Carnelly sucI must confess) broken beyond repair, I
and the turnip ruins.”
ceeded in freezing some water iu a glass
flirted more tlmn ever, all the time grow44 Well, ’pon my word ! ” exclaimed vessel which remained so hot as to burn
ing as weary as could be of hearince the
same replies,and doing this thing in the Miss Mayell, with a frank glance of ad- his baud.
morning and that thing in the after- miration at the hands mie young fellow,
Accordino to Prof. Tyndall’s defininoon, and the other in the evening, and a smile that threatened to become a tion, tho brain is the organized register
and at last I fled from the old familiar laugh in another minute.
of infinitely numerous experiences re-

Mil

mas, and two mortals more unlike it
would be hard to find. He was the most
conventionalof mea, and would have
nearly died if at any one of those dreamy
dinner parties, in which his soul delighted, somebody bad whispered to him that

MAN’S MORTALITY.
Uk« M the damaak rote you Me,
Or Hie a bloMom on a treo,
Or Ilk* a dainty flowerin Hay,
Or Uke the morning to the 4ay,
Or like tW eun, or Tike the shade,
Or like the gourd which Jonah had—
Sven inch la man, whose thread Is spun,
Drawn out and out, and so la done.
The rose wllhers,the blosaom blasteth,
The flowerlades, tho morulng haateth.
The sun seta, tko shadow flios.
The gourd consujnea,Jhe man— he die* |
Like to the gra* Wafi rfewly eprung,
Or like a ta’e that’* now begun.
Or like Ihe bird that's here lo-dar, «
Or like the poar'eddew In May,
Or like an hour, or like a span,
Or like tlio ringing of a swan—
Even auob la man, who liven by breath,
la here, now there, in life and death.
The grass withera,tho tale is ended,
The bird is flown, the dew arcendod.
The hour is ahorL the epan not long.
The swan’s near death, man’s life Is don*
Like to the bubble in the brook.
Or iu a glass much like a look,
Or like the shuttle in weaver's hand,
Or like the writing in the sand.
Or like a thought, or like a dream,
Or like tho glidingof the stream—
Even such is man, who lives by bresth,
Is here, now there, in life and death.
The bubble’s out, the look forgot,
The shuttle's flung, the writing’sblot,
The thought 1* past, the dream Is gone,
The waters glide, man’s life is done.
Like to an arrrow from the bow,
Or Uke the swift eou'we of water flow,
Or like the tide 'twixt flood and ebb,
Or like the spider’s tender web,
Or like s race, or like a goal.
Or like the dealingof s dole—
Even such Is man, whose brittle state
Is always subject unto fate.
The arrow shot, the flood soon spent.
The time no stay, the web soon rent,
The race soon run. the goal s-xin ^on,
The dole soon dealt, man’s life soon done.
Like to the lightningfrom the sky,
Or like a post tbit quick doth hie,
Or like a quarter in a song,
Or like a Journey three days long,
Ot like a snow when summer's come,
Or like the pear or like the plum,
Even such Is nun, who heajw up sorrow,
•Lives but this day, and dies to-morrow.
The lightning’spast, the post must go,
The song is short, the Journey so,
The pear doth ret, the plum doth fail,
The snow dissolves, and so must all

£X>R

RHEUMATISM,
Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago, f
Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
Bout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swelf*
ings and Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, General Bodily
Pains,
1

Tooth,

Ear and Headache, Frosted

Feet and Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.

’

No

Fifyaration on **rth •qoali 8t. Jacob* Oik
u a tafe, sure, simple and cheap Kxttrnal
Rmedj. A trial entail* but the comparatively
trifling oc-‘.layof o0 Cents, and every one •uffering
with pain can have cheap and positive proof of It*

claim*

*

Direction*In H*v*n Language*.

And of all things 1” said Miss East- ceived during the evolution of life, or
throng precipitatelyone rainy day,
BOLD BY ALL DBUGOIBT8 AND DEALEM
man,
a lovely blush mantling her face; rather during the evolution of that series
leaving my maid to pack my wardrobe
IH MEDICINE.
and follow. And I determined that this and then youth and fun conqueredall of organism through which the human
summer I would try pastures entirely three, and they laughed until the farm- organism has been reached;tho effect of
Baltimore, MtL, V. B. JL
new. Auntie had often told me of the yard resounded, and Lion, the watch- the most uniform and frequentof these
dog, came bounding toward them, ask- experiences has been successfullybepleasant, old-fashioned farm-house which
she had discovered years ago, and 1 ing with loud bow-wows what was the queathed, principal and interest, and
have slowly mounted to that high intellicoaxed mamma — promising to take matter. *
gence which lies latent iu the brain of
Charley,our youngest,who is the 4 worA few weeks after Miss Isabel East- the infant.
rit ’ of her life, with me — and to spend
man
became Mrs. Nathaniel Leigh, her
three of my four out-of-the-cifcy
months
Many readers may know the experihere. And, Lottie, I have never been husband, lying at her feet in the or- ment in which a lighted match or candle
chard, and looting up into her face with
as happy before, and I am firmly con
being moved about near the side of one
adoiing eyes, said : “I never would have
vinced tnat here I have found the kind
of the eyes in a dark room, reveals tho
of life that would suit me be 1 I was
network of blood vessels in the retina.
UADBMAUC.
bom to love cows and chickens, te
A curious phenomenon of the same
Holman's
Ague,
Liver A Stomach
make butter, to build pyramids of caborder has been lately observed by M.
Pad, For Malaria, Ayue and Stomach
sweet lips that you cared a little for me.
bages.”
Charpentier. Lookiu g at a sky uniformtroubles. PRICE, $2.00
“Youl” laughed her friend. “I What good spirit, my blessed,sent you ly illuminated with diffuse white light, Holman's Special Pad. Adapted to
of all places to the farmyard that afterold chronic cates. $3.00.
think I see you in the dairy, in a neat
he made the two fingers of his right
noon ?”
cambric dress, with sleeves rolled up to
hand (separate about 0.1 to 0.2 m.), Holman’s Spleen Bolt. For atubbom
“

A PYRAMID
“

(tf

CABBAGES.

Why, where are you

going, Isabel

Eastman? Not into the

farm-yard,

inrely ?”
“

Miss Lottie Mayell, I

am

going

in-

and a charming amile on her pretcurved lips, as she opened the gate
leading to that place. “ Nowhere else
can ire be confidential without running the risk of being overheard. The
fanner’s family are in the orchard;
Oharleyand a half-dozen of his playmates are playing in the flower-garden;
there’s a young couple in the parlor at
the piano, he making love, and she not
•jfee,
tily

A.VOGELER&CO.,

Holman’s Pads.

making music, and a still younger
couple whispering and giggling in the the elbows, stamping the pats of butter
bay-window; auntie in my room enjoy- with your monogram, lor that’s as near
ing 4 Splendid Misery ;’ and grandma is as you’d ever come to churning ; and in
in auntie’s room darning stockings. And the hennery, soatWing corn to the
so, if you really want to hear 4 right chickens from a dainty white apron, a
away’ why I am here instead of at one curiously-shaped rustic hat meanwhile
of my usual summer haunts, you must shading your rosp-and-creamcomplexion
e’en follow me to the farm-yard. Befrom the sun. You bom to love cows
sides which”— speaking with increased and chickens ! you, who have reigned a

44 It was an imp sent me there,” she
answered,demurely. 4 Mother’s youngest, who whispered to me, as I left the
house with Lottie, 4 There’s something
awful jolly way back in the farmyard—
a pyramid of cabbage, and Nat Leigh
fast asleep behind it.’” — Harper's
Weekly.
*

to pass rapidly to an fro before his eyes,
in about half a minute tho uniform
aspect of the sky was greatly changed

and

On

cases of enlarged Spleen and unyielding Liver
and Stomach troubles. $5.

CO.

Holman’s Infant's Pad.
of

Infant*and Children.$

|

For ailment*

,BO.

white backgroundappeared a moHolman's Abdominal Pad. ForFt**v
composed of hexagons of violet purine, Ovarian and Bladder trouble* $0.00.
ple color, separated by awhite lines.
Holman’s Renal or Kidney Pad.
Other persons, he says, have repeated
For Kidney Complaints.$2.00.
the experiment with success. Ho gives
Holman’s Pectorial Pad. For aflec
reasons for thinking that the hexagonal
How To Make Money.
lions of the Chest and Lungs. $3.00.
animation— “I have lately, strange as it city belle for four long years !”
images correspond to the cones in the Holman’s Absorptive Medicinal
To make money is the height of everymay seem to ycu, developed quite a pasfovea and yellow, spot, which cones,
Body Plaster. The best Plaster in tl*
“And for three been most ready to body's ambition. Nobody works for love pressed together, form a sort of hexasion for farm-yards.”
world. Porous on Rubber basis. 25C.
neither
do
they
work
for
fun
But
they
abdicate. By the by” — with assumed
gonal mosaic. The white lines probably Holman’s Absorptive Medicinal
44 It doesn’t seem at all strange to
want to make money, and make it honFoot Plasters. For Cold Feet, Headme, my dear, for during our ten years’ carelessness—44 have you seen the young
correspondto filaments charged with
estly. How are we to do this ? Some
aches and Sluggish Circulation,(per pair) 2BC.
friendship you’ve always been devel- fanner, the only child of our host and
crystals of pigment, which descend from
people have better facilities and better
Absorption Salt for Medicated
oping some odd passion or other. But hostess?”
the chorodiau cells.
“Certainly not,” and Miss Mayell locationsfor making money than we have.
BathS. For Colds,Rheumatism and all case*
I’ve never lost faith in you. Lead on ;
Dr. Le Bon continues his researches
where a medicated Bath is needed, also an excelglances at her watch, “I only arrived That may be very true, but let it be imni follow.”
regarding
the products of tobacco. The
pressed upon your minds the necessity
lent foot bath, (per H »>. package) 25C.
And, stepping daintily and gracefully, two hours ago, and have seen no one
new alkaloid found in tobacco smoko
of making your store attractive, buy as
but
you
and
your
aunt.
But
I
can
see
unimpededby trains or demi-trains, the
(with otiier aromatic principles,and
close as possible, and be cordial and poFOR
BY AIL DRUGGISTS,
young girls threaded their way through him in my mind’s eye — tall, ungainly,
prussic acid as well os nicotiue) Ls a liquid
lite
in
manner.
People
will
notice
the
Or sent by mail, postpaid,on receiptof fnce. Tho
the qrowd of hens and chickensholding and speaks through his nose, eats with
former and latter of these requisites more of very agreeable and very penetrating ABSORPTION Salt is not mailable and mutt
be sent by Express at Purchaser’*expense.
a loud and livAly conversation prepara- his knife, says 4 How ? ’ and stares at
than anything else. What is more pleas- color, and as poisonous as uicotiue, the
tory te -cing to roost ; past the cows you as though you were a being from
twentieth
part
of
one
drop
sufficing to
The sacces* of HOLMAN’S PADS has inspired
ing to a customer than a neat, clean
waiting to be milked, and turning their another sphere.”
paralyze and kill a frog. It is the prussic Imitators who ofTer PJds similar in form and
Odor to the true HOLMAN’S, saying, They
“ Your mind’s eye needs afl eyeglass, store, and, above all, a polite and
heads to look after the intruders with
accommodating storekeeper? It is, of acid and the various aromatic principles are just the same, etc.
Miss
Mayell
Its
vision
is
weak.
Tall,
great solemn brown eyes ; and old Lowthat cause headache, giddiness, and
Beware of all bOgUS-Pa(lsmade 10 tel1 oa
course, very necessaryto spend enough
head, the white horse, slacking his broad-shouldered and gainly, if I may
money to meet your actual requirements, nausea, in smoking certain tobaccosthat the reputationof the genuine.
use
the
word
as
I
mean
it.
I
saw
him
thirst at the water-trough— to the exSee that each Pad bear* the Private Revbut never go in debt, and see that you contain little uicotiue. Other tobaccos,
treme end of the yard, where a pile of tossing hay to-day, and he looked like
rich in nicotine, have no such effects. enue Stamp of the HOLMAN PAD COMdo not spend more than you make. It is
PANY, with above Trade Mark rnntcd in ereen.
cabbages,neatly arranged in the form an Apollo who had exchanged his lyre
Dr. HOLMAN’S advice is free. Full treatuo
again necessary to carry on tho credit The tobaccos containing most prussio
for
a
pitchfork
aid
profited
by
the
of a pyramid, confronted them.
acid and collidine are those of Havana lent free on application.Address,
system
to
a certain extent. When you
“Behold,” said Isabel, stopping be- change.
know a customer to bo honest, reliable and the Levant. The dark, semi-liquid
fore it, “how nature lends herself to
“And his table manners are as ex- and trustworthy, credit him. but credit- matter which condensesin pipes and
cigar-holders conftoinsall the substance* [/». 0. Box 2112.] 93 William St.* N. Y.
art I (That sounds well, though I don’t
quisite as your own, Miss Mayell, and ing Tom, Dick and Harry will never pay,
know as it means anything).This he has a deep, full voice and does not and in the long rim you will find it so. mentioned, as well as carbonate of ammighty straciore, formed of the green say 4 How ? ’ and has scarcely looked, Somebody that you do not know well monia, tarry and coloring matter, etc.
and succulent cabbage, is. no doubt, the let alone 4 stared ’ at me. I have an idea enough to trust, might ask you to credit It is very poisonous. Two or three drops $350
work of some humble field-laborer,who, that ho regards girls of our ilk with quiet him for twenty-five cents’ worth of this of it will kill a small animal. Tho comTO
having heard of the pyramids of Egypt seorn, and thinks of us all jis hot- or'lifty cents’ worth of that, and will set- bustion of tho tobacco destroys but a
—incited thereto, no doubt, by the news- house flowers not to be compared with tle up with you regularly for a short small part of the nicotine, and most of
If too want to boy Tkruhtn, Cloetr
paper paragraphs about our own dear the daisies growing wild in the mead- time, but he, "knowing that he can get this appears in tho smoke. The proporJtmlen, Hort+Poutn or Enpinn
(either Portableor Traction, to oae
tion absorbed by smokers varies accordobelisk—has sought to vary the moncredit from you, will keep on increasinows.”
for threehlng, tawing or for general
ing
to circumstances,but hardly ever
otony of cabbage life by building as
peipoeee). bny the
Starved Rooe“How long have you been here, Is- the account until you get anxious an
ter" good* **TA. Bm an (ht
falls below fifty centigrammesfor every
close an imitation as his material would
Chtapirti."For Prioe-LIrt and U
present the bill, and in three cases out of
abel?”
luitrated Pamphlets (eent free)
allow. Let us hope that this flight of
100 grammes of tobacco burned. About
four, you will get nothing from him. It
44 Six weeks.”
write to Tire Am.TMAN A Tailor
imagination may lead to a liigher one,
the same quantity of ammonia is abCompany, Manabeid, O.
44 Quite long enough, I think. You’d
is better to sell ten dollars’worth of goods
and tnat the cabbage man, like the butsorbed at the same time. Naturally,
hotter go away. You’re regarding this for cash tliai\ twenty-five dollars for
ter woman, may meet with public recogmore of the poisonous principlesare
young farmer, who never looks at you— credit. Anybody that has been carrying
nition, and at last be crowned with a
absorbed when the smoked is breathed,
I don’t believe that, however— too senti- on a credit business will tell you the
wreath of laurels. Often from the humas in a room; less in the open air. A
AS BLUE
mentally. You might come to believe same tiling.Above all things, be honest.
frog placed in a receiver containing a
blest sources spring great works of gen- he has fallen in love with me.”
Of VnfVrlor Qonllty of Goode
If a customer wanta a pound of this or a
are eold as the H genuine Middlesex,”which are nog
ius. Bufns — Lottie” (breakingoff sudis so different from the pound that, do not give him a pound and solution of nicotine, w^th about a drop of made by that mill. The Middlesex Company, in order U
denly and assuming a reproachfultone), soft-voiced, perfumed darlings by a quarter or seven-eights of a pound but that substanceto ailittlewater, succumbs
44 why do you break in upon my elowhom I have been surrounded all give him just one pound, for by giving in a few hours. Tobacco smoke contains
•quence with rude and unseemly my life that, to use your own him too much, ^ou are cheating your- about eight millilitres of carbonic oxide
laughter ? I was about to repeat to you words, with a different application, I self, which is just as sinful as if you per 100 grammes of tobacco burned. Agenta to rll parties orderingthe good*
TVEMJKLI.. FAY Be CO., tielllag Age ate,
Longfellow's last poem; now I won’t stare at him as though he were a being cheated him. Devote your whole time The poisonous properties of tobacco
MiddlesexCompany,
See what your frivolity has lost youl from another sphere. The young farm- in pursuit of your business. If you have smoke are not due to this gas, as has 86 & 86 Worth St.. New York; 37 Fran* Fin St, Imton; 214 Chestnut SL. Philadelphia.
And take a seat on the extreme base of er reads, Lottie, and reads books which, any time to spare, devote it either to been maintained in Germany.
the pyramid— I prefer the mound of though printed in our native language, arranging the goods in your s1k>w cases
TTlien Washftjfton Laughed.
sods m this secluded corner, sacred to would be Greek to you and me ; and he or upon the shelves, or read something
somebody’s rake and hoe— while I go numbers the poets amoug his friends. that will benefit you and your business,
This story, dulv authenticated, is told
back to the commonplace.”
I peeped into nis room one day, and saw find out where you can buy your goods of Washington oy the descendants of
“Thank you, Bell, dear, I’ll share the them all, in blue and gold, on nis book- the cheapest for cash and go there, no Mr. Austin, who was an officer iu the
sods with you, if you please. I have an shelf. He is an honest, manly fellow, matter how long you have been buying revolutionaryarmy : Washington always
idea that a cabbage would prove a very with no false pride about him. I was from the other man. By doing those had the officers dine with him on Saturuncomfortable »eat under any circum- idiot enough to fancy that he might be tilings, your business will prosper.— days at his headquarters in the house
now owned and occupied by Prof. H. W.
etances. And do go back to the com tho least bit confused when I first saw JS'ew York Orooer.
Longfellow.Once, after dinner, they
xnonplace,that’s a darling, for I’m dying him at work in his red shirt, and coarse,
The metric system of weights and came to be weighed. Washington
to know what has happened since we vejy broad-brimmed straw hat, buthe sa
luted me as calmly as though he had measures is advancing in the United weighed exactly 200 pounds. Putnam
parted an age ago.
1
been
arrayed in the finest garment*. States. It was legalizedhere in 1866, weighed two pounds more. At that time,
44 An age ago. One year and a half
222
WABASH
ME..
ILL.
•exactly* I was then engaged to Claude And his name is Nathaniel— not as and has now been made obligatoryby and till comparatively recently,it was
the
Marine
Hospital
Service
and
the
always
customary
to
nave
salt
fish
on
[XaenfryVintory
of
Wenner. Pretty name, isn’t it ? And he pretty as Claude, but it means 4 the gift
Itoitlen 1,5 lArce liras
was a pretty little fellow, with nice curly of God.’ The gift of God, indeed, Wh United States Coast Survey. The Boards Saturdays. Some bantering passed
vrfjeS*riE,ealy
hair and lovely bine eyes, with lashes old mother says he has been to her, and of Education of several States have in- among the officersrespecting their
hamben' Bnqrclop*.
dia, I* larpelvo vollong enough for a bang, small dimpled so will he be to the woman he marries. troduced it in the public schools, while weights,and they told Putnam that he
ume* clctb, *90
pagea, 1.900 engravhands, and not an idea in his little And that woman must be a bee, nol a a knowledge of it is required for admis- weighed more than Washington because
ing*, former price
sion
to
most
of
our
colleges.
The
mulhe
had
eaten
two
pounds
more
of
fish
round head. My mother— with all due butterfly. Lottie,” with sudden fiercefor only *10.
tiplicity of measures in continental Eu- for dinner. This drew a smile on Washdeference1 say it— and his mother— to ness, 44 If ever you tell FH kill you.”
li.mltomely ---- -black and cold, only »0 cent**
whom I accord much less deference- “ Mv dear, when 1 do, you may. Isa- rope— an outgrowth of the feudal system ington's face, and a laugh or a smile by Tiln#**
UMlory ot EiigllibU
made the match when I was but 18, and bel. I begin to suspect that you are —was long a barrier to commercial in- him, Mr. Austin says, he had never seen
star* t haudeotne How vofo
cloth, only cent*
I unmade it at 20. I never loved Claude. really in love with Nathaniel— another tercourse. Until recently there were till that time.
Other book* cynnUylow.
measnrea there
tUere bearing
ions— and that beneath
beneath more than 100 measures
/WI dittriftlt*tah/rfwirVw.|
How could I ? And he never loved me. of your odd paawons—
•
That
ia the best port of beauty whioh
MANHATTANBOOK (XX,
How could he ? We were the victims of your butterfly wing* hrk* the *pirit of the name of foot, no two of which wen
a picture cannot expreea.
MXBfx4l«l
_
VMt l«k •*, Mew Y«rk.
circumstancesand match-making mam- I the bee. And I may lire to we^yoa 1 alike.
a
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Profit, •L^MO.
“To ram it up, six long years of bedridden
sickness, costing 1200 per year, total $1,200—
all of ibis expensewas stopped by three bottles
of Hop Bitters,taken by my wife. She baa done
bor own bouse work for a year since, witbontthe
loss of a day, and I want ererybody'to know it,
for their benetit.’'—
JT. M. Farmer.

[Prom the Elgin (HI.) Dally Leader.]

Tub

subjoined opinion, we perceive,

is

by

J. A. Daniels, Esq., of Mcssra.^Stogdill

k

Daniels, attorneys.La Crosse,Wis , and appoare In the La Grosso Chronicle: Some
time since, I was attacked with pain In and
below one of my knee Joints. A few applications of St. Jacobs Oil quieted the pain
and relievedthe Inflammation.I regard it
as a valuable medicine.

Tho Sorrows of the

mine man and tad!* tickled! MOUI
i and GirU" drithtad I Roan
.. ..... .. , _ fun I Sand 80 canta for aunpla.
Addrvaa P. 6. Box 4Z, Rinnlda, Cook County,lUlnoL*

MFtETiiDliKSi

Garfield’s Physical Strength.

w.

A man came over from Cleveland to
purchase several of the General's cows,
i had spent several hours in admiring
Grant's stable of fine horsesj and was
determined not to allow GarfleldHi.catUe
to suffer, so I went out to the barnyard

Critic.

STRICTLY PURE.
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUREOT

MILL'S
umBILSAM

also.

“Do you see that big spotted cow?”
Criticism ia as impertinentin tho world said one of the farm hands. “Well,
as it iB in a drawing-room.In a kindly three years ago the General had a time
Color-Blindness.
and well-bred company if anybody tries with her. Two or three of us tried to
There is no hnman infirmity more. cu- to please them they try to bo pleased ; if
milk her ; but she raised particular Ned
rious than is color-bliudness; and scarce- anybody tries to astonish them they have
and would not allow us to como near.
ly any other about which so little is the courtesy to bo astonished ; if people
The General heard of the affair and
known. The oddest thing about it, per- become tiresome they ask somebody else
come out into tho barnyard, and, going
haps, is that it is not certain, or even to play or sing, but they do not criticise.
up to the heifer, caught her by the nose,
likely, that the person who is afflicted A bad critic is probably the most misand by main strength held her until wo
with this oolor-blindness is aware of the chievous person in the world
* * had finished milkhig.”
defect'
and a good one tho most helpless and
“Gen. Garfield must be a powerful
Color-blindnessis an inability to dis- unhappy; the more he knows the less ho
man,” said I.
tinguish colors. Those who are wholly is trusted, and it is too likely he may be“ Well, you just bet your life he is,"
color-blind can see no more than tho come morose in his unacknowledged
answered the hired man. “ Why, four
forms of tilings, but cases of total ab- power. A good executant in any art
years ago, he thought,one morning, he
sence of the power to perceive color are gives pleasure to multitudes and breathes
would like to plow a little for exercise.
very rare. In most persons who are an atmosphere of praise, but a strong
So he went out to tho field and started
lacking in this respect, the infirmity ex- critic is every man’s adversary;men fee)
in. The ground was wet, which made
tends only to certain colors. One man that he knows their foibles, and cannot
the walking very bail ; but be kept at it
cannot perceive a red color; another conceive that he knows more. His
until noon, and after dinner went to
green; another blue, and so on.
praise, to bo acceptable, must be always work again. He became so interested
This partial
aj color-blindness
color- hlimlness is
is not
not unun- j unqualified ; and the heart of correction, in thinking up a speech, or something
common.
Examinations by experts
jlftg learned so laboriously, only
else, that he kept on until after dark ;
seem to show that about one in every fills his hearers with disgust. — Mr. Husand, when he finallyquit, the team wm?
twenty men is defective in the perception kin' s “ Arrows of the Chase."
nearly played out, but he was as fresh
of color; and it is asserted that the defect
as a boy. He felt awful bad about
Fair Warning from a BcliableWaruer
is not so common in women as in men.
working the horses so hard. He is very
Don't neglect your health when Warner's
Probably not many readers of this paeasy on his horses ; but, when he is in a
Safe
Kidney
and
Liver
Cure
will
surely
preper are conscious that they are color-

Cnraa Consumption,Colds, I’noumonln, IttiluenBa, .Brourhlnf DlOlcultlm, Bronchitis,
Iloarnonroa, Asthma, Croup, W hoosag
Cough, and alf Dlaoitsfi,of tho llmttnlng
bi-gnu*. It soothes anil heal* the Membrane
of the Lungs, Inflamed unit poisoned by lh)
disease, aud prevents the nliht sweats
*
ktch

SMS

*

^^HSVSS

if occu lists are correct,

four or five in every one hundred persons are deficient in this respect, the defects assume proportions that command
attention, for the reason that there are

many occupationsk which

a quick and
accurate perception of color Ls necessary.

The

lack of it

may

serve it

and

render success impos-

Wallls, who wrote one of the first
grammars of tho English language, laid

buggy, he wants them to go, and they
can’t go too fast, either.”— Cor. Cleveland Leader.

Cigar”

“

down

is

In tho find person simply thall foretells;
In \r(U n tlinat, or else nroiulw dwells,
Shall, in the second and the third doea threat;
H’iU simply there foretells the future feat

[This

There are many ways of testing the
eye, to find out if it is color-blind.The
best is to put into the hands of a person
worsted of various colors, and ask him to
separate the pieces into red, blue, green
and other colors; and then to shade them

This will explain that Charles Sumner
would call the ridiculosityof the Frenchman’s remark when about to sink for the
third time: “I will drown; nobody shall

from light to dark. A man who is color- save
blind will usually make a mistake In as-

me.”

*

WHAT THE DOCTORS SAY!
medicine for coughs and colds."

0% Ml

mj

l%J

J.

Speaking

of Governors. suggests the

men-

“Had

it

twenty-six years.”

“Yes, air.”
“You can’t cure it.”
“No, sir.”
“But you can make an exchange «f
stomachs between me and my dog.”
“I believe it could be done, and both

MPL0YMENT-S»^7Sfa:

E

by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York, and sold
by all druggists, is the best tonic, and for patients recoveringfrom fever or other sickness
U has no equal

“Will you guarantee that

I

them as the

won’t have

RESCUED FROM DEATH.

is de-

“Good-day, sir !”
And tho man whistled to his dog and
walked out, without looking U) the right
or left.

Grateful Women.
None receive bo much benefit,and none

are
10 profoundlygrateful and show such an interest in recommendingHop Bitters as women. It
is the only remedy peculiarly adapted to the
many ills the Bex in almost universally subject
to. Chills and fever, indigestion or deranged
• liver, constant or periodicalsick headaches,
weakness in the back or kidneys, pain in the
shoulders and different parts of the body, a
feeling of lassitude and despondency,are all
readily removed by these Bitters.— CouronL

to

Everybody is pleasedwith the improved Carboltne, a deodorizedextract of petroleum. It is
as clear and limpid as spring water, and was
originally intended by nature as a panacea for
all diseases of the scalp and skin, and as a natural hair re newer.

William J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Mum., aayi: In the
falltj 1B76 I wa§ taken with bleeding of tba lunga, followed by a severe cough. I let my appetite and flesh,
and waa confinedto my bed. In 1877 I wna admitted to
the hoap:tal The doctora said I had a hole in my long as
big aa a half dollar.At one time a report went around
that-I waa dead. I gave up hope, but a friend told me of
Dr. William Hall's Balsam von tee Lungs. I got
a bottle, when, to my surprise, I commend'd to feel better, and tofcay I feel better than for three yonra past. I
writ* this hopingevery one afil.ctedwith diseasedlungs
will take Dr. William Hall’s Balsam,and be convinced that consumption CAN HE CURED. I can positively e«y :t bra done moi* good than all the other medicines 1 have taken since my slckne-.s.

IWbL

it

is,” said he.

“And yet enjoyment is darkened by
a

terrible

shadow,” said she.

“Hay?" be

inauired.
“A terrible shadow,” she repeated,
“that casts a depressing reflectionupon
tho most exuberant soul. ”
“Yea,” he replied, 'Tvs felt it when
I’ve been short on spare ribs.” .
“On what?" she anxiously inquired.

Stoics.”

the

Board of Trade man; and gazing at him
in amazement, his wild Western way
began to dawn upon the culob&wod
mind of the Boston girl, and she said:
“Take me to me ma.” — I&w York
Commercial Advertiser.

SYRUP
$66

Improved Electro-Magnetic
Belt and Absorbent
Pad combined ; tixe of Pad, 7x10 Inches—four
times larger than olhars. Do not purchnseany
old style ft*) Belts when you can get the latestimproved for (8. " Electric Light," e 24-oolumn
paper, sent free unsealed
D. 8. D.

;

senlad.

__

6c.

MATHEW'S A 00.,
«1W. Lake Street. Chicago.

XedldM ever Mtde.
Acolmblnationof HOP#, MuphU, IRgri-

live 1

Purest and Beit

drakfoimd^ndelIon,

for

TRACTION
ENGINES
mronaut,
and
mm
moot durable,

oficiont

mod*, g, *0, is Hsrss Fovrwr.

No dl**ae o^en poesfblr long exlrt where Hop
Bitter, are u\ed^o varied and perfect are their

operaUuna^BM
Hu; cItjuTuV* »rivi|wt«ttu|tdMA
Mm.
To all whore .V^ymenteeaueeIrregularity of the bowels o^nH“u7or*“a» or 'oho re*

qulre^^SVlonlc and
Hopmttere are Inn^W0

mild Stimulant,

Without Into**

loatlng. Bi
or symptoms
No matterwhat year fe
Is use-Hop Bitwhat the disease era! ,
ten. Don't wait until you a re sick but If you
only feel bad or miserable, uae them at onceaved hundreds.
U may save your Ufe.lt '
they will not
V $000*111 be paid for a
eure or help. Do not suffer orlet your friends
offer jMit um and unr* thenA”** NOP
Remember, Bop Utters is
drunken nostrum,but the Purest^^* "IRert
Medicineever made j the HTUIBI^- FMB®
and HOri* and no person or family
are

NICHOLS, tHKRARD A 00.
attto OvMk,MMiMaes

noV^K

should be without

them.

&_

0,1,0, L» an absolute and IrredrtlWecurel
for

%. Oe^

Circular. gep

fatten
Wncheeter.N.Tand Toronto.

MEDETUR!
PEARLS OF STRENGTH AND

Qnt,

SPECIFIC CURE

M

aid Herrons

for

Made,

Loss of Memory, VaMliss,

to the

the World. Get the genuine. Et-

And Muscular

Root

If you would destroy the can-

kering worm. For any external pain, sore, wound or

AGENTS WANTED

ness of

FOB

and cheapest illustrated edition of

man

the

R*

inferior edition*.Bee that tho copy you uuy contains
100 fine engravingson ateel and wood. Asenta are

^ATlbteuBUBmNQ
clT
Chicago,

II*.

Rheumatism, neuralgia.
No other preparation has cored so many cases of
these distressing complaintsas Rond’S Ex-

MENT.

lame-

or beast, use only

MEXICAN MUSTANG

DIBLE REVISION
“ffiT

1

Lay the Axe

AXLE GREASE.

beet

BOO

ii

FRAZER

The

—

Agent on'

ful, rapid-eell.ng article.Price
Rile. A rare opportunityla here
ffered Age
(it to make money.
Send {aTonrllluetiotniOirrtilart
and our ununurllyUtwral temia.
DOMESTIC bCALK CO.. 104
West Fl;th St., G'.nclnnati. O.

T\

^

UoW

our Domretlc CLOTHES
Sprinkler,a new, novel, uae-

!

—

di
end
most cluratlve propertiesef all other Bitters,

Housekeepers cannot affordto
withoutIt. Price TTjo. Also

Beat

i

OA0MFee f W eferte d07,n mhos
/,tAJU,UUU (from Oirt* totixytariair-driow
oonitentlyon hand, from which U built the J»
oomptrabls wood-work of our machinery.
7

do

i

UU. togetherwith wpoHor qooHtUo in

*F our litre rof fl^sretore’fnra1^ to'iV'horei

LINI-

penetrates all mnsele and flesh to the ?ery bone,
expelling all inflammation,
soreness and pain, and healing
the diseased part as no other
Liniment erer did or can. So
saith the experience of two
generations of snfferers, and
bo will yon say when yon hare
tried the “ Mustang.” .
It

PHYSICAL DEBILITY

Deity.

and other

diseases of like character yield to
this most potent of remedies. In til
forms of debility or lassitude these
pearls are positively necessary, at

they supply brain power, repair
waste, and revive the entire system.
Pamphlets free. $1 per box ; 6 boxes for 96.00. Sent by mail prepaid.

WESTERN AGENTS,
Van Schaack, Stevenson & Go.,
92 & 94 Lake St, Chicago.

TRUTH
BH*»t rf
m*
d

••»**»

'"me*
•** M*<
Mftt. mUt
t<4 Im* M Mf, (M4 . •••.irt
ricr.ai
f.i.r, k««WM w wfc. noiUipi.lt!
•** MM., Urn. uU piM«
M*
t*u a mtniu.. Mm*; rMWM4 w Ul m« miI.M.
A44nm IW.U Mmwm, 10 M«M‘; FL Imm*. Ums

W

iafi;

Pains In Back or Bide, etc. Rond’8 Extr&Ot
(Mceut*)i forua* w«Bn removalof
clothingIs Inconvenient,is a great help in relieving
Intsmniatory cases. Bold by all Drugglsta.

So. 18

C !f.U.

Ointment

WII^»i^w^ottWaa^lhAe^vlV!K5S&
In this puper. ^ ^

A

8URE for Catarrh1
“Dr. Sykes cure
“ATMOSPHERIC

INSUFFLATOR” are teat rerolntlenlslnf nil mtkm
pinna •! (rentment. and prorlnr that Catarrh la Joat aa cnraMa mm ata«rd»
eaaea. Send ten cents ta the Moctor tor hla Beak. It la well wartk a daUab
It explains fullr hla plan af treatment, which Is aa Inaxpaaalra that It fii
wflthla tha ranch af all. Plans# call aa nr address
And

DR.

THE MANNY BAUER MFG.

/jk

|

NT.

C. R.

SYKES,
CHICAGO, UJL

109 East Madison

Straet,

CO.,
liOVIS, MO.

Horirontaland Vertical Can*

AGITATOR! AGITATOR! AGITATOR!

$999
$5

to

$20

Cultivation,

Machinery and Manufacture,free,bjr msfl.
|

.

Hair Dye Uth* SAFEST

and BEST ; It aoU inatantanrou'ly,prod udM the mret
I natural atudreef Black or
I

Brown, dore NOT STAIN
SKIN, and la Maihtap-

‘the

RISTADORIW^'^^E
Jewr
f

w.U -appointedtol et
forLAdyoxGcntlemao.Sold

105

50
MARRIED
to’

waste your

popular test for thlriy years. Price 25 cents,

W
WANTED FOR OUR
Cake and B A Al
CENTENNIAL Baking t^AlNn

KS*. KAfifC

C* ALESMEN wanted
mil on oommlaalon. Send (temp
money far every new rem O
for Unns.qmdL PHOENIX PUB. CO. Waiwn. Pa.
edy advertised to cure a cough, when you know
that Dr. BulTe Cough Byrup has stood the

Do hot

tWNRRVOUS DEBILITY, Lost Manhood,
and Impaired powers cured by MATHEWS'

AGENTH

EYE-CLASSES.

spare ribs.”
- “But you should be philosophical—
d»70 AWKEK. SUadayathomeuiilymada.Ocwtly
you should imitate Pythagoras.”
9 / fc outfitIre*. Address Tau* A Co., Augusta,Ms.
“Who was he?”
A DAY. Bov to malt it. SOMETHING NKW
“He was a philosopher, an anti-epi- (Bin
$ IU /or AGHNT8. COEA YONGK.8t.Loula.Mo.
curean, but he did not go so far as the

“Where did they go?” asked

REVISES NEW TESTAMENT

H^prewntingthi ehoioeRt-selectod
Tortoli*Shell and Amber. The lightolt,handsomegt.
rad etrongegtknown. Bold bv Ontioianeand
Jewelers. Made by the SPENCER OPTICAL
ITFO 00.. 18 Malden Lane. New York.

PISO'S CURES'.STo-S&S

“On

S

LECTRIC LIGHT!

CELLULOID

“It is a great thing to see the spiritual truth that all nature symbolizes,”

“Sb

ct.

r'trrrrA-KT—M's.rM

Me Ma!

said she.

to. ell the

Now rsody for Agents. Moii duirabU edition.Vow
priced. Jfliff ons are wattingfor 1L Grand harrat
for Aatnt*. PArtlcularefru. Outfit fPOc. Act
gnlek. Address HUBBARD BROS.. Chicago. Ill

Ixtst

Rosenthal Bros,, Chicago, make the diamond
boots and shoes, tho best made. Try them.

clared off.”
“Very well.”
“And I bid you good-day.”

Take Me

AGENTS WANTED QUICK

Horse and Cattle Medicine to
be bad. If the animal is Scraggy, Spiritless,
or
has no appetite, these Powders are an excellent remedy, and every owner of stock will do
well to try’ them. They are prepared by the
Emmort ProprietaryCo., Chicago,III, a very
reliablefirm, and sold by all good druggists.

hankering for old bones, if I trade

stonwchs?”
“No, sir.”
“Will I want to chase rats ?”
“Very likely.”
“And snap at tramps?”
“Quite probable.”
“Doctor, this is business.”
“Yes, sir.”
“And the exchange of stomachs

M
—ron—

Uncle Sam’s Condition Powders are recommended by stock-owners who have used

live.”
a

for the Beet and Fastest,
Selling
tng Pictorial
Pi
Books and Blblea. Pricesreduced
National
Publuhiku
Co., Chicago,III
per
N

i

eyed man or woman who, being asked what is
tho matter, places a hand upon the stomach
Also MALAR Y per month. All EXFKNHEH
advanced. Wages promptly paid. 8L0AN
region and says, “ Ob, I feel such & weary siukdc CO., 300 George Nt., Cincinnati,O.
ing and ‘goneness’here!" rely upon it, that
person must either be rescued or shortly dio.
TTTTvrrn | By sending S6c. money or 40c. postage
It Is a case of generaldebilityand '• breaking- U II | /IT
•tamps,with sge, you will receive by
return mall a correctpictureof your
down," beginning at the stomach, and the
proper treatment is Da. Holman's Lives and yr.npopi p j S3,.,:‘Sb;.n.d„S.*
1 ' UnuDbr I W. FOX, Box 60. FuHonvtlle. N.Y.
Stomach Pad.

His Stomach.
A Detroit surgeon whose reputation is
first-class was seated in his office, when
in walked a stranger who was followed
by a dog. Without any fooling around,
he began:
“Doctor, -I have the dyspepsia.”
“Yes, sir.”

CO., Proprietors,

. _ WANTED
GENT*

Fr**'
August*,
Addr*“p’
Main*

WANT

you come across aweary-looking,
wan-

1048

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

PA8TILH8.^~™‘a:

we received from Mr. Henry
A. Knight, foreman at Chas. Watered:Co.’s
Governor and Valve Works, Boston, Mass.:
I have used Si. Jacobs Oil among our employes and find that it never fails to cure.
The men are delighted with the wonderful
For dyspepsia, Indigestion,depression
n of
effects of the Oil, as it has cured them of spirits and general debility In their various
van
bruises, burns, etc.
tion of an item

HARRIS A

HUNTING-CASE WATCHES

When

[From tke New Albany Ledger-Standard.]

N.

Immedistelv.younggentlemen
to learn Telegraphy. Written
guaranteegiven to urnlsh good
situations.Addr'sa.withatamp,
Obtrlin TeUa'phCo .Obtrlin, O.

sheet, they will appear green

KgtabUshMl

CINCINNATI, O.

Eilebt’bExtbact op Tar and Winn Cherry
ban been used for twenty years, and during that
time has saved many very valuable lives. Do $2.(N> enrlr. Every Watch Warranted. Address THUS. K. GOODROE, Station R, N. Y. 01%.
not neglect a cough or cold until it U too late.
Try tins excellent remedy, and we are sure you
JSurarelleflarmrafi
will be convinced of its mcrita. Chronic
ElODER'S
printed with black letters,with thin Coughs, and even Consumptives, are cured by
rlestown, Mata.
following tho directions.Every bottle is warwhite tissue paper. To the perfect ranted to give natisfaction.Preparedby the
vision, tho letters will appear a yellowish Eramert Proprietary Co., Chicago. Sold by SALES
brown. If they are black letters printed all good druggists.

on a red

I

AS AN EXPECTORANTIT HAS NO EQUAL
IT CONTAINS NO OPIUM IN ANY FORM.

1

and expenses to

WANTED

Thresher Fsslstjr

lathsWsrli. >

,

A

^vYcKKBY

ret Complete

For all Diseases of the Throat. Lungs
I.m and
Palmonary Organ-, It will bo founda asoel
oxeolleut Kerned;

A

A TEAR

THRESHERS,
Traction and Plain Knglnee
and Hpree-Pewert.

DR. J. B. TURNER. BlounUvlUe, Ala . a practldn*
physicianof twenty-five yeira. writes; "It la the Mel
preparationfor Consumption In the world."

a new shade of brown.
will be worn principally

W 7 7 7

VIBRATOR

DR. A. O. JOHNSON, of ML Vernon, HI., writes el
ome wonderful cures of I'oasiimptlonIn his place
by the use of 'Allen’sLung Bnlsuta.”

tagoflfoee.Address VALXXTlMKBko«..JanesTille.Wls

sorting the colors, in the first four or five
pieces given him for examination.
Another test is to see if a person can
read red letters printed on a black
ground. A third is to cover a blue sheet,

under the paper.

engravingrepresents the Longa In a healthy sUtsd

DR. FLETCHER. of Lexington.Mlsaourl.
W
aaya: "I
recommendyonr ' Ha laura* In preferenceto any othei

NENJSMffilSiSii'SJ

YOUNG

CO

Battle Creek, Nliehlgan,
MAHUTAOTUmXBS Of XU 01O.T aUUOT

in verse a rule that is frequently
violated. It is worth quoting, and many We suppose it
writers as well as speakerswill find it a in ladies*ashes.
a useful thing to memorize:

sible.

SHEPARU

NICHOLS:

(

blind. Yet,

Md

^Ulogue free, a

P.

C

II

A

MB KKb,

r

An

Fox*

rover

0 1x111 is and
AND ALL DISKA8SS

THE MOST PERFECT THRESHER AND SAVER MADI.
J. I.

CASE

THKESHIWG WACHINE

CO.,

RACINE, WEB.

Cawaed hr Malartai PoUoulag of th*Bl»W.

A W ABB ANTED CUBE.
Price,
fcl.OO. for Mk hf DruggtitA
edvreliburg, Ml
»I2

......
Moke More ud

Sell HoreThreahfogMaehlneetiiraujr
firm In the

WoriL

loi fertetgkfsr-itrati Xetklag.

m

r<^

|amew’

Columu.

V<RJ U

.HJWUJ.I

!

-.Trrry v

IIMMI

PIANOS & ORGANS

Saving Frail Trees Oirdled by Mice.

Charlotte, March 28. Can you tel
me If there is any way by which I can
save my apple trees that have been girdled
by the mice? Trees from V£ to 4 Inches.
Mr. T. T. Lyon, ’excellentauthority

Being general agent for Ottawa, Allegan, Muakegou and Kent countiea, 1 can sell at wholesale
well aa at retail the celebiatrd

as

SPRING

smuBimuiasioH and
GOBLER’S PIANOS;

! SPRING!

I

—ALSO—

says: If the wounds (as often Is the case
do not extend through the bark and injure

wood

the

beneath, the earth

may

be raised

Wilcox & White, Waters Cottage, Smitb'i

about the base of the tree high enough to

Amoricu ard Eiiij Orpu.

wound and prevent the drying
wood, and the new spring growth

cover the
of the

My

will soon cover the injured spot with fresh

no

bark, with

perceptible injury to the

trees. If, on the other hand, the wood

the

trunk, thus preventing the rise and descent

or more sections of young

of the sap, one

wood, (preferably from the same

tree,)

HOLLAND, GRAND RAPIDS 4 C00PEESV1LLE.
My store In Holland will be found next door to
Bosman's Clothing (tore, and has just been replenished with choice Instruments, which I offer
10 sell, just as cheap as any Music House Id
America.

RUDV MADE CLOTHING. HATS AND CAPO

may

be engrafted into the uninjured wood
below, extending to and being also engrafted into the sound wood above the

of

fine lot

is

essentiallyharmed, and more especiallyif

the wound extends wholly around

Stores are to be found at

New Organs can be found at
• my place at $55.

injury; thus supplying a passage for the

sap. These passages, after forming a

by gfowth,

union,

and

Come & Seethe Instruments

will rapidly enlarge;

will usually, within a

G.

few years, from

Holland. Dec. 10.

a layer of sound wood, covering the entire

wound. With

SPRING DRESS GOODS AND CALICOES.

RANKINS.

1880.

44-6m

-AT-

large wounds, upon

large trees, several of them should be
inserted. With small

trees

there may be

J.

Van Landegend

Copper. Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber
and steam titter;does aM kinds of sheet metal
prevent the forming of a perfect union. work to order, or repairing. Also driven Wells
n’t down, and old pumps repaired,b oves re
In such case, the trees must be held firmly pa >ed and put up, etc., etc. Inquireat .he Hardwares ore of J. ft. Klevu, Holland, Mich. 86-tf
in place by staking or other equivalent

danger that the swaying of the wind

means.
W. H. JOS

The Grape

LIN,

R

J.

33.

o l

h:

D. BEST.

l

many new

mich.

b,

a. nsr

Bevival,

Probably' never before in the history of
grape culture have so

H ARRUSTO-Tonsr,

will

JOSLIH & BEST,

mCEINTX

varieties

of promise been offered in competition for

A arilTft WANTED for tb. Be.t iDd rutert.
I O SellingPictorialBooki iod Bibln. Price.

A Large and Fine

flUtn
VV

r.duced33 per cl. N.tiolul Plblilk’gCo., Cb.c«o,III.

preference. Considering the vigor, productiveness, quality and beauty of
of these new candidates, I

am

Planing Mill

many

led to pre-

.
i

growing. It would seem

many

interest is reviving there

and there are

no doubt,
for

inevitable that

In rebuilding our

old favorites will be supplanted.

That the

can

be

Machineryof

several reasons

in this country has

many

failure of

-A.2TD

3. Grape growing,

P

e

All Kinds of

successful attempt to originate ranted.

advance

in

in

harmony with

the

other branches of pomology,

may be seen
by a glance at a few of the new white
grapes. Lady Washington, Niagara,
Prentiss, Duchess and Pockliogton are
but somewhat in advance, as

the leading

new

originated in

We inviteall our old Colony friends,who happen
to visit Grand Rapids,and all our old and new
friends In and atound the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at our new place of hrslness, and examine
our dock. We snail be happy to see them at any
time.

No. 132

New York;

MONROE

Near the Cor.

white grapes that have

of

St.,

white grapes that are exceedingly

Rapids, Dec.

1880.

1,

43-ly

It is a pleasure to test

these novelties

in

they have

DRY GOODS,
NOTIONS,

Hats and Caps,

Cq.,

N. Y.

G.

European ReM?-Dr.

J. B.

JMcine.

positive cure for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
Weakness, Impotency, ana all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Pains in
Hack or Side
and diseases
that lead to

great

used

with

_

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssunt free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific,?! per package. or six packages
for $.r>. Addressall orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

Burbank to be the best
and most prolific; tested them last season DPESS GOODS,

years, I find the

DELAINES,

GINGHAMS,
CALICOES,

times as many fine, while, smooth potatoes

five

the Peachblow, which was

TABLE LINEN.

months in maturing.The Burbank

HANDKERCHIEFS

yields from 200 to 400 bushels per acre,

From the Pnsst S^'k to the cheapest.

depending on richness of land, cultivation,
etc.

I find

earlier,

the Beauty of Hebron is an

more

prolific

Embroidery. Laces, Yarns,

and belter potato in

Hosiery, etc-

every respect than the Early Rue.
At. o*a

U. H. T.

Dowagiac, March 15,

Boldin Hollandby D. R.

Mbbnos.

In mulching strawberry vines there

is

when

seed has formed, and applied
entirely

green. It

till

6.

Van Pntton & Sons.

floLLiM),M rch 25th. 1881.

GRRySSPJFIC
TRACK MARK

the ground be: ween the

rows.

It will

The Great Rn-TRADE M^RK.

a-

j

torrhea, Imp •
tency, and r'l

all

not

Disease* that

only aid the growth of the plants, but will
be of very great advantage in protecting

MEDICINE.

gtlstrRc nedy.
su unfailing u' e
for seminal weak
ness, 8 perm

The grass should be spread close to the

^

mat.
will

General Le Due,

form

a clean, soft
'

mervllle, 8. C.,
leston, of an

tw

n y miles

Abnae

;

How

Restored

CALL AND SEE US.
E.

Holland, Mich.. ?ept.

TREATED
{Sffi
FBEE
----

per.oniHofi»u!(ilion
ii preferred,
which ie
niid
meiteforroJ,wBeh
-----id. Liet of qumioaelo bo am wortd by pelieuu ioMring iroat*
nirnl mtiledfroo W any addreteon opplicailnn.
/ IVnoni aoBtrloa from Rap taro ekoald toad tbolr addrooa,V
\nid earn •omrlnlng U tbolradraaUf*. II It anl a IroemF
lommumealioni
elrictly eoafldanllil, and ihoold be addmeOR
Bib UL'TTR.u North tUb Rt, St Louia, Mo.
I

J&l\

Ayer’s

A largo, new and completi Ouido to Wtdlock,coi.io.olng,
with mmy ofbera,Ibo following chapltre: A Competent Woouabood,
belectma ol Wife, Tempertmenli.coaipaliblo
ia Wnmea.
Womea. eauie
cau»e and irenlmcnt,
irentmtnl,
ant incuUipiuMa, Sterility
in
Ad.ice to Bridrgroom, AJe.ce lo llutbandi,
Adtice to Wirta,
1 roititulioo, He cautee, Celibacy and Mitnuionycompared,
Ira ti»e, OeoinemtiA !-*• and C«r«tttp. ImpMimentei.UunK.,Nd«imrflU»«dmfK,n,Bra*leLfa oraeMerM. U. ef »Urrte(.and
!>• *«. Uni r ,hu J in.rn.J •«»«»,eW.. InelwU, Dlwum peeolior
l. W^TThmr
A boek fw pr\rmu uA tmuUenW
leatUf, >.fJ11 p*(M. •ilk f»n plate EnfrirtHV by mall. im ed.Wemta.
*

T//\
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Hair Vigor,
FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR TO

It

self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance. Ac.
The celebrated author. In this admirableEssay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' successful practice,that the alarming cohseoncnces of
self-abuse m«y be radicallycured: pointingont
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectnal. by means of which every sufferer,no matter
what his conditionmay be. may cure himself
cheaply, privately,and radically.
tST This Lecture should be In the bauds of
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any address post-paid, on recelo. of six cents or two

‘Midteil Alvin,' Lictun on

FOR ONE

Kankoel k Woaunhid,109.

DOLLAR

t^oMu^^ii^olunie^ouniiiing
636 paget, and oter 100
Ifluitritinna.
The t«mblnedvnluine ie ptellieelytba nioet
popultr Medical Book pnbliahed. The author it aa tiperienerd pbyiieiaoof many year! practicr. (aa ii well known),
tad ibe adt*. eWea. ard rulee for trm meai UM i*n, oiU be fnad at
C'tU rain M Ibea. eof.ri«fwm Impvritlet ef the ijitem, •rtytmee.
Li rim. or any M the tnobleecomine uadee the head ef - PUT ATI 4
at - CHRONIC - dlataeea,-Pmt<(*
atampetakea la paymealtoe hacks

DR. BUTTS’

vsrvc Sholfs

INSECT

rmiNINITOR

^

hair is thickened, and baldness often

DISPENSARY

though not always cured. It checks falling

cbiimniieiaoa
and cmplicaitd caaea,and ducaaia remllini

of the hair immediately, and causes a

from Impure aeioal aawKiatioiia. oelf-aboa# or aeioaloitoteea.
Fatientetreatedby mail aod ciprtie.Where ponible. per•anal cooaultalioo
ii prefarrod.
which ia froo and invited,lluoaliona to bo aaiwertd by patkeotedeiinng Ire atmeat Bailed frew

otherwise diseased hair,

Specific MedicineIs sold by all dragi 1st at $1 per
naikage, or alx packages for $5, or will be sent
free by matt or
of k. e money, by ad-

nedp

The Vigor cleanses the

Ko.HlM.nS

For Sate tn HoMaod by He

>e

•

,

Ento

o,

N. Y.

Walsh. 5t-ly

jaWatcl**. Run wlD'lmlltS.WblUmtUl HibiIbkCm.
l*l||a. ImlUUoDgotdlS.Solid geld (11 ChMMt .od b..l
# toT T°ur 0** «“• or .poenUtlT. pom**. Jr.lo.1.1.ratV&tAocaatrw. TNOTOOX A Ul. , U XtmtJk. X.w Tort.
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(STORED.

Y.

^

REEVES.

and

its cooling, stimulating, and

soothing

to the scalp,

keeping it cool, clean, and soft, under
which conditions diseases of the scalp and
hair are impossible.

As

^ssxSsJsi&sf
log-

k MTA-I aa

wertiof
oigblyoorapsot

partocQ^

Omrooghly cured and

tool

lot for

Ibo

•ore of

that

is color-

less, contains neither oil nor dye,

and will

I

not soil white cambric. It imparts an
agreeable and lasting perfume, and as an

l

article for the toilet it is

I

j

you would STviwroIbia

unsurpassedin

ol the pave, I Ihnught.and tharawa •• core
ov I aa loj^MimajrinMrOj^^

^

lor

wail

yoo

oil tht

ordera I r.o.

toori
. Paatilloa.
Tbo pottoot oo who* I bove oaed omat of
i. In addition I* a aamy'r bor, la fait rocovcnog. and I
aotbor wil^aenjio^ilUijhl^^
.

JV#m

n tiruuuiHt.

tape *, IbTf.-laal January w« get from von I
raur ramtdy, for one of oer cua)oaora,and it Kai modi
r’ euro uf him. Wo boVo anothertMtomarnow auSer.
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